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PREFACE 
Our study of fixed point theorems has its origin in one of 
the most fundamental results of functional analysis, the Fixed Point 
Theorem of metric space. Over the years, there have been many 
efforts to generalize this theorem for various classes of topological 
spaces and Banach spaces. 
In wider sense, by a fixed point theorem we shall mean a 
statement which asserts that under certain conditions a mapping T of 
a space X into a space Y admits one or more points x of X such that 
Tx = X. A good number of researchers have studied this theory due 
to its usefulness in the existence theory of differential equations, 
integral equations and its applications in boundary value problems, 
approximation theory and non-linear analysis. 
There is a multitude of metrical fixed point theorems for 
mappings satisfying certain contraction type conditions. In all these 
results one considers sequence of iterates, which, due to contraction 
conditions, becomes a Cauchy sequence and whose limit is a fixed 
point of the mapping. In case of common fixed point theorems, a 
joint sequence of iterates is suitable for the purpose. 
The present thesis comprises five chapters and each chapter 
consists of various sections which are numbered in the order in 
which they occur in the text. Each chapter begins with a brief 
introduction to its contents. 
1 1 
In Chapter I, we have attempted to give a brief account of 
the historical development of the subject, preliminary concepts and 
the important results used throughout the thesis. This chapter is 
mainly aimed at making the present text as self-contained as 
possible. 
In Chapter II, we have proved certain fixed point theorems 
in metric spaces employing an extension of Mann iterative process 
using the contractive conditions alongwith weak commutativity 
condition and sequence of mappings. Our results generalize the 
earlier known results of Park and Bae, Ciric and Rhoades. In the 
last Section, we have attempted to prove fixed point theorems for 
single-valued mapping which generalize and extend the earlier results 
of Banach and Kannan, 
In Chapter III, we have studied fixed point theorems for 
asymptotically regular sequences and asymptotically regular maps. 
Our main emphasis is to exploit the use of weak commutativity 
conditions and thus we are able to obtain the fixed point theorems in 
metric space. Our results generalize the earlier known results of 
Engl, Browder and Petryshyn, Hardy and Rogers and others. 
Chapter IV, is devoted to study the fixed point theorems in 
metrically convex spaces. In the beginning, we assume a pair of 
single-valued non-self mappings satisfying the contractive 
I l l 
conditions. Our results are more general and extend an earlier result 
of Assad for a more general single-valued mapping which is also 
substantial generalization of Chatterjea. In the last Section, we have 
obtained some results for metrically convex space which, in turn, 
generalize earlier results of Assad and Chatterjea. 
In the fifth and last Chapter^we have studied certain fixed 
point theorems in Banach space. The first Section gives brief 
introduction to the work done in this direction. In the Second 
Section, we have obtained fixed point theorems for a pair of 
self-mappings defined on a closed subset in Banach space. Our 
results improve earlier results of Fisher. In the last Section, we 
obtained results on fixed point for self-mappings of a convex closed 
subset in Banach space. In this way our results generalize and extend 
earlier known results of Fisher and Gregus. 
In the end, a Bibliography which can by no means be 
regarded as exhaustive, is given which contains the references of 
only those books and papers which have been referred in this 
exposition. 
CHAPTER-1 
PRCUlVllNflRICS 
1.1 Introduction 
1.2 Fixed Point Property 
1.3 Banach Contraction Principle and its Generalizations 
1.4 Common Fixed Point 
1.5 Asymptotically Regular Sequences and Maps 
1.6 Non-expansive Mappings 
1.7 Weak Coramutativity 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a set. We consider a mapping T:X —> X. An element x e X 
is said to be a fixed point of the mapping T if Tx = x. By a fixed point theorem, 
we shall understand a statement which asserts that under certain conditions 
(on the mapping T and on the space X) a mapping T of X admits one or more 
fixed points. 
Fixed point theory is an important area in the fast growing fields of 
non-linear analysis and non-linear operators. It is relatively young and fully 
developed area for research. There are several domains like classical analysis, 
functional analysis, operator theory, topology, algebraic topology, etc. where 
the study of existence of fixed points falls. Fixed point theorems are mainly 
useful in the existence theory of differential equations, integral equations, 
partial differential equations, random differential equations, non-linear 
oscillations, fluid flows, approximation theory, chemical reactions, steady 
state temperature distribution, economic theories and in other related areas. 
Fixed point theory has a very fruitful application in eigon value problems as 
well as in boundary value problems. For details one can see Martin [86], Smart 
[119], Collatz [26], Moore [89], Kreyszig [81], Cronin [27], Cesari [16], 
Leggett and Williams [84] etc. 
Brouwer [10] was the first to prove a fixed point theorem which 
states that a continuous mapping of a closed unit ball in n-dimensional 
Euclidean space has atleast one fixed point. Several proofs of this basic result 
can be found in the existing literature. Alexendroff and Hopf [1] proved 
Brouwer's theorem by using the tools from algebraic topology while Birkhoff 
and Kellogg [7] and Dunford and Schwartz [36] used classical methods of 
analysis and determinant to prove the same theorem. Theorems confined to 
the subspaces of R" are not of much immediate use in functional analysis, 
where one is usually concerned with the case that E is infinite dimensional 
subset of some function space. Over a four decades ago Birkhoff and 
Kellogg [7] were the first to obtain the first infinite dimensional fixed point 
theorem. 
In fact, Brouwer's fixed point theorem was used by Birkhoff and 
Kellogg in 1922 in proving the existence theorems in the theory of differential 
equations. Afterwards Schaiider ([110],[111]) extended Brouwer's fixed point 
theorem to the case in which E is a compact convex subset of anormed space. 
Later on, TychonofiF[121] extended Schaiider's results from normed 
spaces to an arbitrary locally convex space. Banach [6] obtained the fixed 
point theorem for contraction mappings which is very famous because its 
proof is simple and does not require much topological background. 
In recent years Kannan ( [66], [67] ), Husain and Sehgal [57], 
Caristi [15] etc. have considered several generalizations of contraction 
mappings and proved a multitude of results. 
This chapter is elementary in nature where we discuss the 
fundamental definitions and results which are crucial to the subsequent 
chapters. For a detailed study of fixed point theory one is referred to the 
books of Istratescu [61], Rus [109] and Smart [119]. Three survey papers by 
Rhoades ( [102], [103], [104] ) are also of special significance for the 
comparative study of various metrical fixed point theorems that exist in 
literature. 
1.2 FIXED POINT PROPERTY 
Let X be a topological space. We define a mapping T from X into 
itself. If for every continuous mapping T from X into itself there exists a 
point X G X such that Tx = x, then we say that the topological space X has a 
fixed point property. This property is a topological property. A set with fixed 
point property is expected to be compact and contractible. Any set without 
one of these properties will certainly have a mapping with no fixed point. 
Real line, circle and the torus are examples which do not have the fixed point 
property while the unit interval [0,1] has the fixed point property. 
We can refer to Smart [119] for more details. 
However, a counter example was given by Kinoshita [75] whereby 
he proved that these conditions are neither necessary nor sufficient for a 
space to have the fixed point property. 
1.3 BANACH CONTRACTION PRINCIPLE AND ITS 
GENERALIZATIONS 
It was S. Banach who after Brouwer's in 1922 gave the fimdamental 
result which is popularly known as Banach Contraction Principle or 
contraction mapping theorem. 
Deflnition 1.3.1 
A mapping T from a metric space X into itself is said to be a 
contraction if 
(a)..... d(Tx,Ty)<ad(x,y), 
for all x,y in X and 0 < a < 1. 
A contraction mapping is continuous but not conversely. 
The Banach Contraction Principle states that: 
"A CONTRACTION MAPPING OF A COMPLETE METRIC SPACE X INTO 
ITSELF HAS A UNIQUE FIXED POINT IN X". 
It is the simplest of all the fixed point theorems so for established 
and its proof does not require much topological background. We use the 
contraction mapping theorem to establish the existence - uniqueness theorem 
for ordinary non-linear differential equations. For various other applications 
of the contraction mapping theorem one is referred to Kolmogrove and 
Fomin [79], where one finds excellent illustrations of the use of fixed point 
theorems in analysis. 
Since then many generalizations of the Banach Contraction Theorem 
have appeared, Chu and Diaz [21] and Bryant [14] observed that for a 
continuous mapping T of a complete metric space into itself such that T'' is a 
contraction mapping of X for some positive integer k, then T has a unique 
fixed point. Rakotch [99] and Boyd -Wong [9] have attempted to generalize 
the Banach Contraction Theorem by replacing the lipschitz constant k by some 
real valued function whose values lie in [0,1). 
Various attempts were made to replace the contractive condition 
by some more general mapping condition in order to accomodate a 
variety of continuous and discontinuous functions. Recently 
Rhoades ([102], [103], [104]) made a systematic study and compared the 
various contractive conditions scattered in the literature. 
However, we mention here a few of them which are relevant to the 
contents of the present work. In the sequel T is a self-mapping of a 
metric space (X,d). 
(1) Edelstein [37] 
For all x,y in X, x 9^  y 
(b) d(Tx,Ty)<d(x,y). 
This mapping is called contractive. A contractive mapping is continuous and 
has a unique fixed point if there is one. Such mappings are more general than 
contraction mappings. Unlike contraction mapping a contractive mapping on 
a complete metric space may not necessarily have a fixed point as evident 
from the following example. 
Example 1.3.2 : 
The space X = ( l,oo) of reals is complete . Let T be defined by 
Tx = X +l/x, then for all x ,y in X and x < y, 
d (Tx ,Ty) = (y -x)-(l/x-l/y) <d(x,y). 
Thus T is contractive but T leaves no point of X fixed . 
The next theorem does infact hold for contractive mappings and was proved 
by Edelstein [37]. 
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Theorem A : 
If T is a contractive mapping on a compact metric space then there 
exists a unique fixed point. 
(2) Kannan([66], [67]) 
Let S, T: X -> X. There exists a in [0, 1/2) such that 
(c) d(Sx,Ty) < a [d(x,Sx) + d(y,Ty)], for all x,y in X. 
If S = T, then above condition yields 
(d) d(Tx,Ty) < a [d(x,Tx) + d(y,Ty)], for all x,y in X. 
(3) Reich [100] 
For all x,y in X, a,p,y > 0 and a+p+y < 1, 
(e) d(Tx,Ty) < a d(x,Tx) + p d(y,Ty) + y d(x,y). 
(4) Hardy and Rogers [55] 
(f) d(Tx,Ty) < a [d(x,Tx) + d(y,Ty)] +b [(y,Tx)+d(x,Ty)] +c [d(x,y)] 
for all x,y e X, a,b,c > 0, 2a+2b+c < 1. 
(5) Husain and Sehgal [57] 
Let \\i denote a family of mappings such that each 
(j) evi/, (j): (R"^ )^  -> R ,^ and (j) is continuous and nondecreasing in each coordinate 
variable. 
Let S, T be self-mappings of X. Suppose there exists a (j) G VJ; 
such that for all x,y in X, 
(g) d(Sx,Ty) < ^ [d(x,Sx), d(y,Ty), d(x,Ty), d(y,Sx), d(x,y)], 
where <|) satisfies the condition : for any t > 0, 
7 
(|> (t, t, a,t, a^ t, t) < t , a G {0,1,2} with a,+a2 = 2. 
If S = T ,then above condition yields 
(h) d(Tx,Ty) < ^ [d(x,Tx), d(y,Ty), d(x,Ty), d(y,Tx), d(x,y)], 
for all x,y in X. 
We give the following : 
(6) Ciric[22] 
(i) d(Tx,Ty) < a max {d(x,y), d(x,Ty), d (y,Tx), d(y,Ty), d(x,Tx)} 
for all x,y e X, and a G [0,1). 
(7) Boyd and Wong [9] 
G) d(Tx,Ty)<(l){d(x,y)}, 
for all x,y G X and (j): R"^  ->^  R^  is upper semicontinuous, 
where ^ (t) < t for each t > 0. 
(8) Fisher [42] 
b[d(x,Ty)]2 + c[d(Sx,y)P 
(k) d(Sx,Ty) < 
d(x,Ty) + d(Sx,y) 
if d(x,Ty) + d(Sx,y) ?t 0, 0 < b,c. b+c < 1 
or d(Sx,Ty) = 0, if d(x,Ty) + d(Sx,y) = 0. 
1.4 COMMON FIXED POINT 
In the subsequent chapters we study common fixed points of 
a pair of mappings, both single-valued and multi-valued and of a family 
of mappings. 
Consider a family 3 of mappings T of some set into itself 
If Tx = X for all T in 3 , we say that x is the common fixed point for 3 or for 
the mappings T in 3 . 
For many years it was unknown whether two commuting mappings 
of a compact convex set into itself necessarily had a common fixed point. 
However, two workers independently solved this problem using a computer 
in one case. 
Theorem 1.4.1 : 
There exist two commuting continuous mappings of [0,1] into itself 
without fixed points. 
For proof one is referred to Boyce [8]. 
Thus the common fixed point theorems for commuting mappings 
require extra conditions on the space or on the mappings or on their ranges. 
Motivated from the fact that a fixed point of a mapping is a common fixed 
point of that mapping and the identity mapping, Jungck [63] obtained the 
following generalization of the Banach Contraction Principle. 
Theorem 1.4.2 : 
Let T be a continuous mapping of a complete metric space (X,d) 
into itself. Then T has a fixed point in X if and only if there exist a k e [0,1) 
and a mapping S:X -> X which commutes with T and satisfies 
(i) S(X)c:T(X), 
and 
(ii) d(Sx,Sy) < k d(Tx,Ty), for aU x,y in X. 
Indeed S and T have a unique common fixed point. 
The first result for family of mappings was proved by Markov in 193 6. Kakutani 
gave a direct proof of Markov's theorem in 1938 and also proved a fixed 
point theorem for groups of affme mappings. Ryll-Nardzewski obtained an 
important extension of the results of Markov and Kakutani in 1966. Day [30] 
also proved a more general theorem. For fiirther work in this direction one 
can refer to Greenleaf [52], Huff [56] and many others. 
Jungck [64] also proved a common fixed point theorem of two 
mappings defined on a compact metric space. Further generalizations, 
extensions and applications of Jungck's fixed point theorems have appeared 
in Fisher ( [40], [41] ), Khan and Fisher [71], Khan and Imdad [70], 
Sessa [114] and various others. 
1.5 ASYMPTOTICALLY REGULAR SEQUENCES AND MAPS 
Amongst the recent notions, the notions of asymptotically regular 
sequences and maps are of special interest for researchers in this particular 
domain. They are essentially due to Engl [39] and Browder and 
Petryshyn [13] which can be stated as follows : 
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Definition 1.5.1 (Engl [39]) 
Let (X,d) be a metric space. A sequence {x_^ } in X is said to 
asymptotically regular if 
limd(x,Tx) = 0. 
^ n' n' 
n->oo 
Definition 1.5.2 (Browder-Petryshyn [13]) 
Let (X,d) be a metric space. A mapping T of X into itself is said to 
be asymptotically regular at a point x in X if 
lim d g x T" '^x) = 0. 
n->oo 
1.6 NON-EXPANSIVE MAPPINGS 
Definition 1.6.1 
A mapping T of a Banach space X into itself is said to be 
non-expansive if 
liTx-Tyll < ||x-y||, for aU x,y in X. 
Translation map, identity map and isometry are the examples of 
non-expansive mappings. 
The study of non-expansive mappings has been one of the striking 
features in recent developments of the fixed point theory. Some of the 
fundamental properties of contraction mappings do not carry over to the 
non-expansive mappings. For example, the existence of a fixed point does 
not guarantee its imiqueness and the sequence of iterates need not converge 
to a fixed point even in compact spaces. It is now important to investigate 
11 
whether non-expansive mappings have the fixed points. In order to ensure the 
existence of fixed points for such mappings some restrictions have to be 
made either on the domain or on the mapping itself. For further details one is 
referred to Browder ( [11], [12]), Gbhde [46] and Kirk [76]. 
Definition 1.6.2 (Goebel-Kirk-Shimi [49]) 
A mapping T of a metric space into itself is said to be generalized 
non-expansive if, for all x,y in X, 
d(Tx, Ty) < a,d (x,Tx) + a^ d (y, Ty) + a3d (x, Ty) + a,d (y,Tx) + a,d (x, y). 
5 
W h e r e a > 0 , i = 1,2,3,4,5 and Z a < l . 
i= ' l 
The mapping of the above type was first introduced by Hardy-Rogers [55]. 
Since then these contractive conditions have extensively been studied by many 
mathematicians for single-valued and multi-valued mappings. 
1.7 WEAK COMMUTATIVITY 
In order to extend Jungck's fixed point theorem, a notion of weak 
commutativity has recently been introduced by Sessa [114], which may be 
stated as follows : 
Definition 1.7.1 
Let F and G be two self-mappings of a Banach space X. We shall 
call the pair {F,G} to be weakly commuting if 
llFGx-GFxIl < 1! Fx-Gx ||, for all x e X. 
We note that a commuting pair is clearly weakly commuting but the converse 
12 
is not true as is evident from the following example. 
Example 1.7.2: 
Let X = [0,1 ] with usual metric. Let us define 
X X 
Gx = and Fx = , 
(2+x) 2 
for every x G X. Therefore for all x in X 
X X X^ 
d(FGx, GFx) = 
(4+x) (4+2x) (4+x)(4+2x) 
= d(Fx, Gx). 
x^ x x 
(4+2x) 2 (2+x) 
So F and G are weakly commuting. 
But FGT^GF, because 
x x 
GFx = > = FGx 
(4+x) (4+2x) 
for any non-zero x in X. 
CHAPTER- 11 
CCRTflIN FIX€D POINT THCORCMS IN 
MCTRK SPflCeS 
2.1 Introduction 
2.2 Fixed Point Theorems of Mappings with Weak Commutativity Conditions 
2.3 Fixed Point Theorems for Sequence of Mappings 
2.4 Fixed Point Theorems for Certain Class of Single-valued Mappings of 
Contractive Type 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 
There is a multitude of metrical fixed point theorems for mappings 
satisfying certain contraction type conditions. In all these results one considers 
sequences of iterates, which due to contraction conditions, becomes a Cauchy 
sequence and whose limit is a fixed point of the mapping. 
In recent years, several authors have attempted to study the fixed point 
theorems in metric spaces. In case of common fixed point theorems, a joint 
sequence of iterates is suitable for the purpose. 
In this chapter, we give an extension of Mann iterative process and 
obtain a number of common fixed point theorems. In doing so, we are motivated 
by the work of Jungck [63] who took a continuous mapping in place of the identity 
mapping while generalizing the celebrated Banach Contraction Principle. For 
results of this kind one is referred to Park ( [95] , [96]), Park and Bae [97], Das and 
Naik [29], Khan [72]. It is also worth mentioning here that results involving Jungck 
type contraction condition have applications to the theory of differential 
equations (cf. Kubiaczyk and Rzepecki [82 ] ) . 
It is well known ( Krasnoselskii [80] ) that the Picard sequence of 
iterates {T"x^} for a given x^ e X, need not converge to a fixed point of T, 
whereas the sequence {T'^ ;i^ Xp} may converge to a fixed point of T, where Tj^  is 
&fined by 
CA) Tj^='kl + (1-X)T, 0 < X < 1 . 
For different values of A,, the study of the convergence of {T"j^ x } has been made 
14 
by various mathematicians in uniformly convex and strictly convex 
Banach spaces. 
The iterative scheme (A) has been extended by the so called 
Mann iterative process ( Dotson [34]) associated with the mapping T which is 
described in the following way: 
Let x^  e X and put 
(B) V i = (l-CnK + c„Tx„ 
forn > 0, where {c^ }^ is such that 
(i) c,= l, 
(ii) 0 < Cjj < 1 for n>0, 
(iii) SCjj diverges. 
Clearly, when c^ = 'X, for all n, scheme (B) reduces to scheme (A). 
Also, if Cjj = 1 for each n, then {x^ }^ is the sequence of iterates of XQ. 
Since the appearance of the celebrated Banach Contraction Principle, 
several generalizations of this theorem have been obtained in literature. 
A comparative study of such generalizations may be found in Rhoades [102]. 
For similar results one is also referred to Ciric ( [22], [24]), Wong [122], and 
Hardy and Rogers [55]. 
It should be noted that in all extensions and generalizations of Jungck's 
theorem, a family of commuting mappings has been considered. 
In Section 2.2,we have studied fixed point theorems for a pair of 
mappings with weak commutativity condition, a condition weaker than 
15 
commutativity. Using Mann iterative process, Rhoades [106] has proved the 
generalization of a result which is due to Pal and Maiti [93]. We also mention 
that a large number of results, patterned after the work of Jungck [63] for 
commuting mappings, can be seen to be true for weakly commuting mappings 
also. Thus we can refine some of the results in Park and Bae [97]. 
In Section 2.3,we show that the convergence of a certain sequence is 
actually a consequence of conditions satisfied by the mappings involved. In the 
sequel {c^ }^ is same as in Mann iterative scheme. However, one has to assume 
the convergence of sequence {Gx^ }^. In this section, using weak commutativity 
condition, we present fixed point theorems for sequence of mappings. Second 
result of this section generalizes and extends the earlier results due to 
c'iric [23] and Rhoades [106]. 
In Section 2.4,we have studied theorems on fixed points for single-
valued mappings in complete metric spaces. Our results generalize and extend 
the earlier results due to Banach [6] and Kannan [66]. 
2.2 FIXED POINT THEOREMS OF MAPPINGS WITH WEAK 
COMMUTATIVITY CONDITIONS 
In this Section, using the concepts of weak commutativity and Mann 
iterative process, we present common fixed point theorems. Second result of 
this section is indeed an extension of a result due to Shimi [115] which, in turn, 
generalizes the results due to Krasnoselskii [80] and several others. 
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Theorem 2.2.1 : 
Let X be a Banach space, and T a self-mapping of X, satisfying the inequality 
Ilx-Txil+Il y-Tyll < all x-yll 
for all x,y e X, where 1 < a < 2. 
Let {Xjj} be a sequence of Mann iterates associated with T with {Cj^ } satisfying 
(i), (ii) and lim Cjj = h > 0 instead of (iii). 
n-^oo 
If {Xjj} converges, then it converges to a fixed point of T. 
Theorem 2.2.2 : 
Let F and G be two mappings of a Banach space X into itself such that the 
following are true : 
(a) {F, G} is a weakly commuting pair, 
(b) F(X) c G(X), 
(c) G is continuous and linear, 
(d) for all x,y e X, we have 
||Fx-Fy||< al l Gx-Gyll +b {II Gx-Fxll+11 Gy-Fyl I } 
+ c{llGx-Fy| |+l |Gy-Fx| |}, 
where a, b, c ^  0, a+2b+2c < 1. 
Letx^e X be arbitrary. If {x^} is a sequence in X satisfying 
Gx„+, = c ^ G x „ + ( l - c J F x „ , 
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(n = 0,1,2 ) and for which {GXj^ } converges, then there is at least one common 
fixed point of G and F. 
Proof : 
Define a mapping Fj by setting Fj(x) = CjjGx+( 1 - Cjj)Fx. 
ThenFjXj, = GXjj^ j, forn = 0,1, 2, 
Also, since F(X) c G(X), and G is linear, it follows that Fj is a self-mapping on 
X, Fj(X) c G(X), {F,,G} is a weakly commuting pair, and {Gx^ }^ is a 
sequence of G-iteration of x^^ under Fj (e.g. Park [96]). 
Now for any x,y e X, we can have 
11 Fjx-Fjy 11 < c J I Gx-Gy 11 + (1-cJ 11 Fx-Fy 11 . 
But from (d), 
11 Fx-Fy 11 < a { 11 Gx-Gy 11 } + b {11 Gx-Fxl I + 11 Gy-Fy 11 } 
+ c{l lGx-Fyl |+ llGy-FxIl } 
< a{l l Gx-Gyll} + b { 11 Gx-Fxl I + 11 Gy-Fy 11 } 
+ c{ | |Gx-Gyl l+ llGy-Fyll + llGy-GxIl 
+ l |Gx-Fx| |} 
11 Fx-Fy 11 < (a+2c) 11 Gx-Gy 11 + (b+c) {11 Gx-Fx 11+11 Gy-Fy 11}. 
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Therefore, 
11 Fjx-F,y| I < c J 1 Gx-Gy 11 + (l-c„) 11 Fx-Fy 11 
< c j l Gx-Gy 11 +(l-cj(a+2c) II Gx-Gy II 
+ (l-cj(b+c) {llGx-FxII+llGy-Fyll} 
< 11 Gx-Gy 11 + 1/2 { 11 Gx-Fjxl I +11 Gy-F^yl I }. 
If (GXjj) converges to u then for n = 1,2,3 , we have 
II G(GX„^I)-FIUI1<I |GFIX„-F,GXJ| + | | F , G X ^ - F , U | | 
< I I G X „ - F J X J I + I 1 G ( G X J - G U I I 
+ 1/2(11 G(GxJ-FjGx^|l) +1/2 ( I I G U - F , U I | ) 
< I IGX^-GX^JI +IIG2X„-GUII 
+ 1/2{ | |G2X^-GF^XJ|+I |GFJX^-F^GX„II} 
+ 1/2{ | |GU-G2X^^J |+ | |G^X^^^ -FJUI I} . 
So, 
l/2||G2x^^j - F , U I I < I I G 2 X ^ - G U | | +3 /2 ( I |GX„-GX„^I I I ) 
+ l/2(l|G2x^-GX^Jl) 
+ 1/2(IIGU-G2X^^, | | ) . 
Now using the continuity of G and the assumption GXj^  -> u, we find that 
lim IIG^X^+I -FjulhO. 
n->oo 
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From the inequality 
I I G U - F , U | | < I | G U - G 2 X „ ^ I II + llG^x^^i -Fjull, 
for n = 1,2 , we see that Gu = F^u, and therefore Gu = Fu. 
Once again using the definition of weakly commuting pair, 
we have 
I I G F U - F G U I I < I I G U - F U I I = O, 
giving thereby GFu = FGu, which subsequently yields 
G(Gu) = G(Fu) = F(Gu) = F(Fu). 
Then, we have 
| |Fu-F2ull<a| |Gu-GFull +b (I I Gu-Ful I + II GFu-F^ull } 
+ C { 1 1 G U - F 2 U I 1 + I I G F U - F U | | } , 
which gives F (Fu) = F (u). 
Also, 
G(Fu) = F(Gu) = F(Fu) = F(u). 
So Fu is a common fixed point of F and G. 
This completes the proof 
Remark 1. It would be of interest to know if the condition (d) alone ensures 
the convergence of the sequence {Gx^ }^. 
Remark 2. Putting G = I^^ (the identity mapping) and c^^ = 1/2 for all n, in 
Theorem 2.2.2 we get a result due to Shimi [115]. 
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Remark 3. If b > 0 then it is not hard to see that a common fixed point of 
F and G is unique. 
2.3 FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR SEQUENCE OF MAPPINGS 
In this Section, we have studied the fixed point and common fixed point of 
mappings and sequence of mappings satisfying a contractive conditions 
along with weak commutativity condition. 
Theorem 2.3.1: 
Let X be a Banach space,G and T be self-mappings of X such that the 
inequality 
(*) I IGX-TXI I + I I Gy-Tyll <al|Gx-Gy||, 
holds for all x,y e X, where 1 < a < 2 . 
Let Xj, e X be arbitrary. If {x^ ,} be a sequence in X satisfying 
(n = 0,1,2, ) then {Gx^ ,} converges to some p G X. 
Further, if {G,T} is a weakly commuting pair, G is continuous at p, then p is a 
point of coincidence. 
Further, if G p^ = Gp, then there is common fixed point of G and T. 
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Proof: 
Since c^^ < 1, we have for any n, 
llGVi-GxJI+llGx„-Gx„J| 
= llc,(Gx,-Txjll +llv,(Gx„.,-Tx,.,)ll 
< l l G v T x , l l + l | G v r T x , J I 
<al|GXj^-Gx^.ill. 
So, 
llGx^^^-Gx^ll<(a-l)llGx^-Gvill. 
From above inequality, it is routine to verify that {Gx^ }^ is indeed a Cauchy 
sequence. Put lim Gx^ = p. 
n->oo 
The continuity of G at p implies the convergence of G^ Xj^  to Gp. 
Further, since 
llTx^-Gx„ll = l/cJlGx„^i-GxJI, 
we get 
l |Tx^ -p | |< l |TvGx^ l l+ l lGx„ -p l l 
= l / c J | G v r G x „ l l + l l G x ^ - p l L 
Therefore, Tx^^ -^  p and hence GTx^^ -^  Gp. 
Now we shall prove that TGx^ ^ -> Tp. 
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For this consider 
11 TGx„- Tp 11 < 11 TGx„- G \ ^ , 11 + 11 G \ , , - Tp 11 
<llTGx„-(l-c„)G\-c„TGxJ| 
+ ||(l-c„)G\+c„TGx„-Tpll 
<| |TGX„-G2XJ | + c J | G \ - T G x J | + i l G \ - T p | | 
+ c J | G \ - T G x J l 
< 11 TGx„- GTxJ I +11 GTx„ - G^xJ I +11 G x^^ - G \^ , 11 
+ l lG\-Gpl l +{l lGp-Tpl l+l lGVTGxJl} . 
Now using the definition of weakly commuting pair, we get 
||TGx„-Tp|| <l|Tx„-GxJ| + | | G T X „ - G 2 X J I + I 1 G V G \ + I I I 
+ | | G \ - G p l | + a l | G p - G \ l | . 
Letting n -> oo, it follows that TGx^ ^ -> Tp. 
Now we need to prove that Gp=Tp. 
For this consider 
llGp-TplUllGp-G^xJI+llG^x^-GTx^ll 
+||GTx„-TGx„||+||TGx„-Tp|| 
<| |GP-G\II+IIGX-GTXJI 
+ ||Gx„-TxJ|+||TGx„-Tp||. 
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Again, letting n -> oo, we have Gp = Tp. 
Further, 
l |GTp-TGp | |< | |Gp-Tp | |=0 , 
which gives that GTp = TGp. 
Now we have T(Tp) = T(Gp) = G(Tp) = G(Gp). 
Since G p^ = Gp, it follows that p' = Gp=Tp is a common fixed point of G and T. 
Remark 4. It is worth noting that we do not assume the convergence of the 
sequence {Gx^} but rather it is a consequence of condition (*). Thus the 
convergence requirement of the sequence {x^ }^ in Theorem 2.2.1 is superfluous. 
Remark 5. The unicity of common fixed point p can be guaranteed if we put 
conditions similar to Pal and Maiti [94]. 
In the next theorem, however, one has to assume the convergence of 
sequence {Gx } . This leads to the extensions of Theorem 3 of Ciric [23] 
and Theorem 1 ofRhoades [106]. 
Theorem 2.3.2 : 
Let X be a Banach space, G, S and T self-mappings of X satisfying 
(*) 11 Sx- Ty 11 <max (P11 Gx- Gy 11,11 Gx- Sx 11 J I Gy- Ty 11 , 
l iGx-TyllJlGy-SxIl}. 
for X, y e X, where a, P > 0, a < 1. 
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Let there exists an x^^ e X such that the sequence {Gx^ ,} can be defined as 
follows : 
(i) Gx„,, = (1-cJ Gx„ + c„ Tx„, for n > 0, 
or 
(ii) Gx„^, = (1-cJ Gx„ + c„ Sx„, for n > 0. 
^ ' n+l ^ n ' n n n' 
Further, let {Gx^ }^ converges to p, {G,T} and {G,S} be weakly commuting pairs, 
G continuous at p, and G u^ = Gu for all u e {x^ ,} u {p}. 
Then there exists a common point of G, S and T. 
Proof : 
Consider the sequence {Gx^ }^ defined by (ii). Then 
11 Gp-Tpl I <| I Gp-Gx„^, 11+11 Gx„^,-Tp| I 
<||Gp-Gx„^,|| + ( l -c„) | |Gx„-Tp| | 
+ cJ |Sx„-Tpll 
<l|Gp-Gx„^JI + (l-c„)l|Gx„-Tpll 
+ c„amax { p 11 Gx„- Gp 11,11 Gx„- SxJ I, 
| |Gp-Tpl l , i lGx„-Tpl | J |Gp-SxJ I} . 
Note that Gx^ , -> p, implies the convergence of Sx^ ^ -^ p. 
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Now letting n tending to infinity, 
We have 
llGp-Tpll<(l-h + ha) l lGp-Tpl l . 
Therefore, Gp = Tp. Then as in the proof of Theorem 2.3.1, one finds 
that Tp is a common fixed point of G and T. 
Now using condition (*), we conclude that Sp = Tp. Once again it can be 
shown that Tp is a common fixed point of G and T. Thus Gp = Tp = Sp. 
But continuity of G at p yields that Gx^ ^ = G^ x^ ^ -> Gp and therefore 
Gp = p, as every Banach space is Hausdorff. 
Hence p is a common fixed point of S, T and G. 
This completes the proof. 
2.4 FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR CERTAIN CLASS OF 
SINGLE-VALUED MAPPINGS OF CONTRACTIVE TYPE 
In this Section, we have studied fixed point theorems for certain 
class of single-valued mappings of contractive type, which in turn, also 
generalizes of the some earlier well known results of Banach [6] and 
Kannan [66]. An example has been provided to support the hypothesis of 
our results. 
Throughout this Section (X,d) stands for a complete metric space and 
B(X) denotes the set of all non-null bounded subsets of pC,d). Getting inspiration 
from Choudhury [20],we introduce the following lemmas for our future use : 
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Lemma 2.4.1: 
If {Ajj} and {B^ }^ are sequences in B(X) where (X,d) is a complete 
metric space and {Ajj}-> A and {B^ }^ -> B where A,B e B(X) 
then 5 (A^ ,^ B )^ -> 5 (A,B) as n -> oo. 
Lemma 2.4.2 : 
If 6 (z,Ajj) -> 0 where {Aj^ } c B(X) and z G X, (X,d) being a complete 
metric space, then {Ajj}-> {z}. 
Proof: 
Let ajj eAjj for all n = 1,2 
d(z,aj < 5 (z,Ajj) -> 0 as n -^ 00 
8 (z,A )^ -> 0 shows that given e > 0 there exists a positive integer N 
such that \ c {x:d (x,z) < e } for all n > N. 
Since a^ j eA j^ this shows that d(ajj,z) < efor all n > N. 
This completes the proof 
Now we prove the following: 
Theorem 2.4.3: 
If T is a self-mapping of (X,d) and if for some positive integer r, the 
following inequality 
(C) d (T^ x^, T^y) < a^ d (Tx, T^ x^) + a^ d (Ty. T^^) + a3d (Tx, Ty), 
holds for all x,y e X, where 
(i) aj>0,a2>0,a3>0 (ii)aj+ a2 + a3< 1. 
Then T has a unique fixed point provided T^  is continuous. 
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Proof: 
LetX e X. Set T (^x) = x^ and F(x^.,) = x ,^ forn = 1,2,3. 
Also suppose 
((h+h)^ 
Then, 
d(Xi,X2) =d(T^%T^^xJ 
<aid(Px,T2^x) + a2d(T^x,,T2rxJ + a3d (T^x, T^x ,^ 
< aid(x^,Xi) +a2d(Xj,X2) + a3d(x^x,). 
Hence 
d(x^,X2)<hd(x„,Xi). 
Again 
d(X2,X3) =d(T^\,T^\) 
< ajd (T^x„, T2^X^ H-a^ d (T^x ,^ T^x^) + n^d (T x^„, Vx^), 
< ajd (Xj, X2) +a2d (Xj, X3) + a3d (Xj, X2). 
So, 
d(X2,X3)<h2d(x„,Xi). 
In general, we have 
d(x„,x„,,)<hM(x„,x,). 
Thus (Xjj) is a Cauchy Sequence which converges to some w e X. 
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Now we consider the inequality 
d(w,T2rw) < d(w, V 2 ) + d ( T % T2^w), 
< d (w, V 2 ) + a,d (Px„, T\) + a2d (Pw, T^^ w) + a^d (Vx^, Pw), 
< d (w, x„^2) + a,d (x„+i, \^2) + h^ (T^w, x„^,) + a^d (x„^,, x^,^) 
+ a2d(x„^2'TM + a3d(Vi'1'w). 
The right hand side of the above inequality can be made arbitrarily small by choosing 
n sufficiently large. 
Hence we get T '^'(w) = w. 
For uniqueness of w, let w* be another fixed point of T^^ 
Tlien 
d (wy) =d(T4'-w,T4V) 
< a,d (T2^W, r*'-w) + a2d (T^ ^w*, T^ w^*) + a3d (T^^w, T^V) 
= a,d (T^^w, T '^-w)+a2d (T^V, T^  V ) + a^d (T^^w, T* V ) . 
So, Ave have 
( l - a3 )d(TVTV*) = 0. 
Therefore w is the unique fixed point of T^ "" and hence a unique fixed point of T. 
This completes the proof. 
Remark 6. Theorem 2.4.3 can be extended by replacing condition (C) by any one 
of the following conditions which are motivated from Hardy-Rogers [55] and 
Sehgal [112] respectively. 
(P) d(T2% T^^ y) < ajd (Vx, T^'x) +a2d (Vy, T^'y) 
+ ajd (T% T f^y) + a^ d (Py, T^^ x) + a^d (T^x, T^y), 
5 
forallx,yinX,ai>0, l < i < 5 , S a j< l . 
i = l 
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(E) 6iV%T^y) < a max {d(rx,T2^x), d(Py,T2^y), d(Px,ry)} 
where a e [0,1). 
Example 1: 
Now we give an example where T does not satisfy the conditions (aj'and 
(d) but satisfies the condition C of Theorem 2.4.3. 
Let X = [0,1 ] with the usual metric. Suppose T: X ^ ^ X, be defined by 
T(0) = T(1) = 0, 
T(x)=lforallxe(0,l). 
Then T2(x) = T(l) = 0forallxG [0,1]. 
Hence T^ is continuous and satisfies condition C of Theorem 2.4.3. 
Since T is not continuous, it does not satisfy condition (a). 
Also, it does not satisfy condition (d) as is evident by taking x = 0 and y = 1/2. 
For 
d{T(0), T(l/2)} < a [d{0,T(0)} + d {(1/2), T(l/2)}] 
d(0,l) <ad(l /2,1), 
1 <a.l/2, 
which is not admissible. 
Now, we extend Theorem 2.4.3 further by assuming T is a self-mapping on X. 
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We prove the following: 
Theorem 2.4.4: 
Let T be a self-mapping of X satisfying 
(F) dCT^'x, T^ V) < a,d (Tx, T^'x) + a2d (Vy, T^ V) + Sjd (Vx, T^ V) 
+ a^ d (Vy, T^'x) + a^d(Vx, Vy), 
for all x,y e X, where 
5 
(i) E a . . < l , a i > 0 , l < i < 5 
i = l 
(ii) a, = a2 or ag = 84 
(iii) T"" is continuous. 
Then T has a unique fixed point. 
Proof: 
For an arbitrary x e X, define x^ = V(x) and x^^ = T(Xjj,). 
Thai 
d(Xi,X2) =d(T^'x,'I^2x) 
< ajd (Vx, T^^x) + a2d (T^'x, T^^x) + ^d (Vx, V^^x) 
+ a^ d (T-^'x, T^'x) + ajd (Vx, T^'x) 
< a,d (x„, X,)+a2d (x,, X2) + a^d (x^, x^) + a^ d (x,, x,) + &^d (x^, x,). 
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Hence 
f (35+83+35) >v 
d(x,,X2) < \ ] d (X ,^ X,) = hd (X„, X,), 
where 
r (ai+aj+aj) ^ 
(1.82-33) 
Further, we have 
d(x2,X3) =d(T'^ 2x^T'^ 3x) 
< ajd (T^^x, T^2x) +a2d (T^^ x^  T^^x) + a^ d (T^ix, T^^x) 
+ a4d (T^^x, T^2x) + a^ d (x^-ix, T^^x) 
< ajd (Xj, X2) + a2d (x ,^ X3) + Sjd (Xj, X3) + a^ d (Xj, x^ + agd (x,, x^. 
Hence d (Xj, X3) < h d (XjjXj) < h^  d (x ,^ x,). 
In general, 
d(x„,V,)^h"d(x,,Xi). 
Thus {x }^ is a Cauchy sequence which converges to some point w in X. 
Now, 
d(r-w, T^^w) < d(r"w, x^^j) + d (T^'x„, T^'w) 
< d (Pw, x„^^j) + a,d(Px„, T^'xJ + a^ d (Fw, T- '^w) 
+ a3d(T x^„, T^'w) + a^ d (T^'x„, T^ w) + ajd (Px„, Pw) 
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< d (Pw, 
+a3d (x„^ ,^ w) + ajd (w, T-^ J w) + a^ d (x^^^ ,^ Pw) + ^ d (x„^ ,^ Pw). 
Hence, we have 
(I.a2-a3) d (Pw, T^'w) < d (w, x„,^,) + a^ d (x„,^ , x^,^,) 
+ a^d (Plim x„, w) + a3d (x^ ^^ , w) 
n->oo 
+ a^d(x„^^i, Plim x j + asd (x„^ ,^ Plim x j . 
n—> 00 n—> 00 
Using the continuity of P and letting n -^ oo, we get P(w) = P^'(w). 
Hence P(w) is a fixed point of T. 
For the unicity of P(w), consider another fixed point w* ^ P(w) of T. 
Then we get, 
d(Pw,w*) =d(Pw,T'^iw*) 
= d(P^iw,T'^ >w*) 
< ajd (Pw, P'^w) + a2d (Pw*, P^^w*) + a3d (Pw, P^'w*) 
+ a^ d (Pw*, T"^ 'w) + a^d (Pw, Pw*) 
= a^d (Pw, T^ W*) + a^ d (P^'w*, T'w) + a^d (Pw, P^W*). 
This gives d(Pw, T*^ 'w*) = d(Pw, w*) = 0. 
Therefore P(w) is the unique fixed point of T. 
This completes the proof 
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Remark 7. Theorem 2.4.4 can be extended by replacing condition (F) by any one 
of the followings: 
(G) d(T^'x,T^'y) < amax {d(T%T^>x), d(Py,T^iy), d(Px,T^'y). 
d(Py,T^M,d(Px,T^y)}, 
where a e [0,1/2). 
(H) d(T^ix,T^V) ^ amax [{d(T^x,Py), d(Px,T^>x), d(Py,T^V)}, 
1/2 {d (Vx, T-^iy) + d(Py, T-^'x)}], 
where a G [0,1). 
The above contractive conditions are pattemed after Ciric ([22], [24]). 
Remark 8. The example 1 also shows that conditions (a) and (d) and condition (F) 
are different and continuity of T is not necessary. 
Remark 9. For r = 1, conditions (D) and (F) are same. 
Remark 10. For r = 0, Theorem 2.4.4 reduces to that of Hardy and Rogers [55]. 
Remark 11. In Theorem 2.4.4, if aj's are replaced by ftinctions from [0,oo) to [0,QO) 
such that lim {aj(t) + a^ Ct)} < 1 and lim {ajCt) + 33(1)} < 1, 
t - > Q O t—)-00 
we get a result of Wong [ 122]. 
The contents of Sections 2.4 form a part of a paper to appear in The 
Journal of Scientific Research, B.H.U. Varanasi, Vol. 49 in 1999. 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The object of this chapter is to obtain fixed point theorems in 
asymptotically T-regular sequences and asymptotically regular maps which 
give proper generalizations of recent results due to Engl [39], Browder and 
Petryshyn [13], Hardy and Rogers [55] and several others. 
In recent years, a number of generalizations of asymptotically 
T-regular sequences and asymptotically regular maps have been discussed by 
many authors. The concept of asymptotic regularity is due to Browder and 
Petryshyn [13]. For similar results one can also refer to Engl [39], 
Reich [101] and Gornicki [50]. 
A theorem is proved concerning mappings for which certain 
sequences are asymptotically regular. We also present results on fixed points 
of asymptotically regular maps. 
The technique of our proofs can be used equally well for other 
results in literature to show that one need not consider the sequence of 
successive approximation to prove the existence of fixed points of certain 
mappings. 
We also prove common fixed point theorems using certain 
sequences which are not necessarily obtained as iterates of certain mappings. 
In doing so, we are motivated by work of Jungck [63] who replaced the identity 
mapping with a continuous mapping in order to generalize the celebrated 
Banach Contraction Principle. 
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Moreover, it should be remarked that in all the extensions and 
generalizations of Jungck's theorem, a family of commuting mappings 
has been considered while in the present chapter, we have used a weaker notion 
than commutativity known as weak commutativity, introduced by Sessa [114]. 
In Section 3.2,we have studied fixed point theorems for 
asymptotically regular sequences in metric space. 
In Section 3.3,we have studied fixed point theorems concerning 
asymptotically regular maps in metric space. An example has been provided 
to support the hypothesis of our results. 
3.2 RESULTS CONCERNING ASYMPTOTICALLY REGULAR 
SEQUENCES 
In this Section^we have studied fixed point theorems for asymptotic 
regular sequences with common fixed point, using weak commutativity of 
mappings which, in turn, generalize and extend results due to Engl [39], 
Browder and Petryshyn [13] and several others. 
Theorem 3.2.1 : 
Let (X,d) be a complete metric space and T a self-mapping of X 
satisfying the inequality 
(B) d (Tx, Ty) < a,d (x, Tx) + a2d (y, Ty) + a^d (x, Ty) 
+ a^d (y, Tx) + ajd (x, y), 
for all X, y e X, where aj, (i = 1,2,3,4,5) are non-negative reals and 
max {{a^+&2),{^i+^4+^s)} < 1- If there exists an asymptotically T-regular 
sequence in X, then T has a unique fixed point. 
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Proof: 
Let {Xj^ } be an asymptotically T-regular sequence in X. Then 
d(x„,xj <d(x„,Tx„) + d(Tx„,xJ 
< d (x„, Tx„) + d (Tx„, TxJ + d (Tx„, X J 
< d(x„,TxJ + d(Tx„,xJ 
+ {a,d (x„, Tx„) + a2d (x^, Tx^) + a3d (x„, Tx^) 
+ M(x.n'Tx„) + a5d(x„,xJ} 
< d (x , TxJ + d (Tx„, x„) +a, d (x . TxJ 
^ n' ri'' ^ m' m-' 1 '^  n' n' 
+ ajd (x^, TxJ + ajd (x„, x^) 
+ ajd (x^, Tx^) + a^ d (x^,x„) 
+ a.d (x„, Tx ) + a,d (x„, x„). 
4 ^ n' n' 5 ^ n' m-' 
Thus, we get 
/ ( l + aj + a^ ) \ / (l+a^+aj) \ 
d(x„,xj< \ ^ — ^ / d(x„,Tx„)+ { 1 d(x,,TxJ. 
(l-aj-a^-aj) (l-ag-a^-aj) 
Taking limit as n tends to infinity, we have lim (x„,Xjjj) = 0, showing thereby 
n-> c» 
that {x^} is a Cauchy sequence. Since X is complete, put lim x^^ = z (say). 
n —>-co 
Now we claim that z is a fixed point of T. To do this consider, 
d(Tz,z) < d (Tz, Tx„) + d (Tx„, x„) + d (x„,z) 
< a,d (z, Tz) + ajd (x„, Tx„) + a3d (z, Tx„) + a^ d (x„, Tz) 
+ a5d(z,x„) + d(Tx„,x„)+d(x„,z) 
< a,d (z, Tz) + a^d (x ,^ TxJ + agd (z, x j + a^d (x„, Tx„) 
+ a^ d (x ,^ z) + a^ d (z, Tz) + ajd (z, x J + d (Tx„,x J + d (x„, z). 
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Therefore, 
(l-aj-a^) d (Tz, z) < (l+a^+ag) d (x„, Tx„) + (l+a3+a4+a5) d (x„,z), 
which gives 
r ( l + a2 + a3) ^ r(l+a3+a4+a5)) 
d(Tz, z)<\ j d(x„, Tx„) + { 1 d(x„, z). 
(l-ai-a4) (l-aj-a^) 
Since T is asymptotically T-regular, taking limit as n -> c», we are left with 
d (Tz,z) = 0, i.e. Tz = z. 
Hence z is a fixed point of T. 
To show the uniqueness, let z ?!: z, be two fixed points, then 
d(z,Zi) =d(Tz,Tzi) 
< a,d (z, Tz) + ajd (Zj, Tz,) + a^d (z, Tz,) + a^d (z, Tz) 
+ a^d (z, z,) (l-a3-a4-a5) d (z, z,) = 0, 
whence uniqueness follows immediately. 
This completes the proof. 
If T is continuous, then the existence part follows very easily as 
shown by the following theorem. In this case, condition (B) is not needed. 
Theorem 3.2.2 : 
Let (X,d) be a metric space and T a continuous self-mapping of X. 
If there exists an asymptotically T-regular sequence {x^} with lim x^^ = z, 
n->Qo 
then z is a fixed point of T. 
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Proof: 
Now, 
d (Tz, z) < d (Tz, Tx„) + d (Tx„, x„) + d (x„, z). 
Then taking limit as n —> oo, we have 
d (Tz, z) = 0, 
So Tz = z. Hence z is a fixed point of T. 
3.3 RESULTS CONCERNING ASYMPTOTICALLY REGULAR MAPS 
In this Section;We have proved fixed point theorems for asymptotic 
regular maps with common fixed point. Using weak commutativity of the 
mappings, we wish to refine and extend the results due to Hardy-Rogers [55] 
and several others. An example has been provided to support the hypothesis 
of our results. 
Theorem 3.3.1 : 
Let (X,d) be a complete metric space and T a self-mapping of X 
satisfying the inequality 
d(Tx,Ty) < a,d (x,Tx) + ajd (y, Ty) + a^d (x, Ty) + a4d (y, Tx) + asd (x, y), 
for all x, y G X, where a.^, (i = 1,2,3,4,5) are non-negative reals and 
max {(a,+a2),(a3+a4+a5)} < 1. If T is asymptotically regular at some 
point X of X, then there exists a unique fixed point of T. 
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Proof: 
Let T be an asymptotically regular at x^ e X. Consider the 
sequence {T"Xjj}, then for all m, n > 1 
d('r"x„,T"x^ < a,d {T'^-\, T^x^) + a2d (T"-'x„, T ^ ) + h^ (J"^-\, ^ \ ) 
+ a^ d (T"-'x„, T-x^) + ajd (T-'x^, T"-'x^) 
< a,d (T^-\, T X ) + ^ d (T-\, T X ) + ajd (T'^-'x^, T-xJ 
+ a3d ( T % T\) + a,d (T'^-\, T^xJ + a^d ( T X T % ) 
+ ajd {T^-\, T"^ x„) + ajd (T"^x„, T ^ ) + ^ 5^ ( T X T"-'x^). 
Hence, we get 
J ( a , + a3 + a5) ^ 
d(T-x„,TX)^ \ / d(T-ix, ,T-x„) 
(l-a3-a4-a5) 
r (aj+a^+aj) j^ 
+ I / d(T"-ix„, TX). 
(l-a3-a4-a5) 
Since T is asymptotically regular and as m, n ^> 00, it follows that 
lim d (T'"x^, T X ) = 0. This shows that {T"Xp} is a Cauchy sequence. 
n->oo 
Since X is complete, lim T"Xp ~ z. 
n ^ o o 
Now we claim that z is fixed point of T. For this, 
d(Tz,z) <d (Tz ,TX) + d ( T X z ) 
< a,d (z, Tz) + a^ d (T-^x^, T ^ ) + a3d (z, T%) 
+ a^ d (T"-'x^, Tz) + a^ d (z, T"-'xJ + d ( T ^ , z) 
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< a,d (z, Tz) + a2d (T^-\, T\) + &^d (z, T^xJ 
+ a^ d (T"->x„, T"x )^ + a^ d ( T ^ , Tz) + &^d (z, T"z) 
+ ajd (T"z, T"-'xJ + d (T"x ,^ z). 
Letting n tending to infinity, we get 
d (Tz, z) < a,d (z, Tz) + a^ d (z, Tz), 
giving d (Tz,z) = 0. 
Hence, Tz = z. Therefore z is a fixed point of T. The unicity of the fixed point 
z follows as in Theorem 3.2.1. 
Theorem 3.3.2 : 
Let (X,d) be a metric space and T a self-mapping satisfying the 
inequality 
d (Tx, Ty) < a,d (x, Tx) + a^d (y, Ty) + a^d (x, Ty) + a^ d (y, Tx) + a^ d (x, y), 
for all x, y e X, where BJ, (i = 1,2,3,4,5) are non-negative reals and 
max {(a2+a3),(a3+a4+a5)} < 1. If T is asymptotically regular at some point 
X in X and the sequence {T"x} of iterates has a subsequence {T"k x} converging 
to a point z of X, then z is a unique fixed point of T and {T"x) also 
converges to z. 
Proof: 
Let lim T"k x = z ^ ^ Tz. Then 
k->oo 
d(Tz,z) < d (z, T"kx) + d (T"k x, T"k+'x) + d (T"k '^x,Tz) 
< d (z, T"kx) + d (T"k X, T V X ) + a.d (T"kx,TVx) 
+ ajd (z,Tz) + a3d (T\ x, Tz) + a^ d (z, T V X ) + ajd (T"k x,z). 
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A s n -> 00, 
d(z,Tz)<(a2+a3)d(z,Tz), 
whence z is a fixed point of T. 
Now, 
d(z,T"x) =d(Tz,T"x) 
< ajd (z, Tz) + a2d (T^'^x, T"x) + agd (z, T"x) 
+ a^ d (T"->x, Tz) + ajd (z, T '^^ x) 
< a,d (z, Tz) + a2d (T^'^x, T"x) + ajd (z, T"x) 
+ a^ d (T"-'x, T"x) + a4d (T"x, Tz) + a^d (z, T"x) 
+ a5d(T"x,T"-^x). 
So, 
(l-aj-a^-a^) d (z, T"x) < (a2+a4+a5) d (T"-ix, T"x). 
Asymptotic regularity of T at x and the fact (aj+a^+a^) < 1, imply that the 
sequence {T"x} converges to z. 
This completes the proof. 
Remark 1. It is clear that the asymptotic regularity of the mapping T satisfying 
5 
Hardy-Rogers contraction condition is actually a consequence of Z &;< 1. 
i = 1 
So Theorem 3.3.1 and Theorem 3.3.2 extend results due to 
Hardy-Rogers [55]. It is also worth mentioning that our condition on control 
5 
constants says that Z SL•^ may exceed 1. 
i= 1 
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Remark 2. Recently, Smart [120] has given an example to the effect that 
asymptotic regularity of a mapping need not imply the convergence of its 
sequence of iterates. 
Remark 3. The following example shows that if T is not asymptotically 
regular at any point of the space, then all other conditions of Theorem 3.3.1 
are not sufficient to ensure the existence of a fixed point of T. 
Example 1 : 
Let us consider the complete metric space X = {0} u [l,c») with 
the metric d(x,y) = | x-y |, x,y e X, and let T be the mapping of X into itself 
defined by 
(0 ifx?tO 
Tx= I 
^ 1 ifx = 0. 
Then taking aj = 0, aj = 1/4, a.^ = 111, a^  = any positive real number 
and aj = 0, we see that T satisfies Hardy-Rogers contraction condition but 
T is not asymptotically regular at any point of X. 
Further, T leaves no point fixed. 
The contents of this chapter are to appear in the journal "Ganita" 
vol.51 in the year 2000. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 
There are multitude of fixed point theorems for single-valued and 
multi-valued self- mappings of a closed subset of aBanach space by several 
authors. Many applications of the contraction mapping theorem occur in a 
convex setting v^here the results are applied to obtain new fixed point 
theorems. However, in many applications, the mapping under consideration 
is not a self-mapping of closed sets. 
Assad and Kirk [4] have proved a fixed point theorem for contraction 
mappings in a complete metric space by observing that if the space is 
metrically convex,then significant weakenings may be made concerning 
the domain and the range of mappings considered. 
Assad [ 3] gave sufficient conditions for such single-valued mappings 
to have a fixed point by proving a fixed point theorem for Kannan mappings 
on a complete metrically convex metric space and putting certain boundary 
conditions on the mapping. Similar results for multi-valued contractive 
and contraction mappings were respectively obtained by Assad [2] and 
Assad-Kirk [4]. 
Markin [85] and Nadler [92] initiated the study of fixed point 
theorems for multivalued mappings. For similar results one is also referred 
to Itoh [62], Khan [74], Hadzic and Gajic [54], Rhoades [108], Chang [18], 
Pathak [98] etc. 
In Section 4.2,basic definitions are included which find 
immediate use in the following sections of this chapter. 
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hi Section 4.3,we shall extend the result of Assad [3] for a more 
general single-valued mapping which is also substantial generalizaiton of 
the main theorem of Chatterjea [17]. 
In section 4.4^ we have studied fixed point theorem which leads to 
a proper generalization of the known results of Assad [3], Chatterjea [17]. 
4.2 BASIC DEFINITIONS 
Definition 4.2.1 
A metric space is said to be metrically convex if for any x, y e X 
with x ;^  y, there exists z e X (x 9^  z 9^  y) such that 
d(x,z) + d(z,y) = d(x,y) 
Defmition 4.2.2 
Let X be a linear space and K a non-empty subset of X .A mapping 
T-,K -> X is said to be demiclosed provided that if {x^} c K and 
Xjj -> X e K and TXj, -> y e X then Tx = y. 
Defmition 4.2.3 
Let K be a non-empty subset of a metric space (X,d) and F,T :K -> X. 
The pair {F,T} is said to be compatible if for every sequence {x^ }^ from K 
and from the relation 
limd(Tx^, FxJ = 0 and Tx^ ^ e K(n e N) 
n->oo 
it follows that lim d (Ty^ ,, FTx^ )^ = 0, 
n->oo 
for every sequence {y^ }^ e K such that y^^ = Fx^ ^ (n e N). 
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4.3 FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR NON-SELF MAPPINGS IN 
METRICALLY CONVEX SPACE 
In this Section,we have proved some fixed point theorems for a 
pair of multi-valued and single-valued mappings satisfying the contractive 
condition of Rhoades thereby extending a result obtained by him. We 
present common fixed point theorems in a complete metrically convex 
metric space. Our results generalize and extend the results due to 
Assad [3] and Chatterjea [17]. 
The following lemma due to Assad and Kirk [4] finds immediate 
applications. In the sequel, 5K stands for the boundary of K. 
Lemma 4.3.1 : 
If K is non-empty closed subset of a complete and metrically 
convex metric space (X, d), then for any x G K, y ^ K, there exists a 
z G 5k such that 
d(x,z) + d(z,y) = d(x,y). 
In the following, we shall prove some results for the unique fixed 
point. 
Theorem 4.3.2 : 
Let X be a complete metrically convex space and K a closed non-
empty subset of X. Let T:K ^  X be a mapping satisfying the inequality 
(1) d(Tx,Ty) < C max [l/2d (x, y), d(x, Tx), d(y, Ty)] 
+ C'[d(x, Ty) + d(y, Tx)] 
for every x,y in K, where C and C are non-negative reals with 
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r (c+c) c )^  
max I , j = h < 1. 
(l-C) (1-C-C) 
Further, for every x in 9K, Tx G K. 
Then T has a unique fixed point in K. 
Proof: 
Let XQ G K. Let us construct the two sequences {x^ }^ and {x '^} in the 
following manner. 
Define x'j = TXQ. If X', G K, put Xj = x',. If x'j ^K, choose x, G 5K, 
so that d(xQ,Xj)+d(Xj,x'j) = d(xQ,x'j). 
Define x^ = TXj. If x'2 G K, put Xj = x^. If x'2 ^K, choose Xj G 9K, 
so that d(Xj,X2)+d(x2,x'2) = d(x,,x'2). 
Continuing in this way, we obtain {x^ }^ and {x^} satisfying 
(i) x;^,=Tx„, 
(ii) x„ = x„,ifx„GK, 
(iii) If X'J, ^K , choose x^ , G 9K, so that 
Put 
P={XiG { x j : x j = x'j} 
and 
Q={X^G{XJ:X.^X.^. 
It is not hard to show that if x^^ G Q, then x^ j^ and x^ ,^ , belong to P. 
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Now we wish to estimate d{x^, x^ ^^ j). 
Case I. Xjj, Xj,^ , £ P. From (1), we have 
d ( W i ) = (^TXn-pTx„) 
< C max [l/2d(x„.,, x„), d(x„.,, Tx„.,), d(x„, Tx„)] 
+C'[d(x„.,,Tx„) + d(x„,Tx„.,)] 
= C max [d(x„.,, x„), d(x„, x'^ ^j)] 
+C'[d(x„.„x„,,) + d(x„,x;)]. 
Then it follows that 
d(Xn' V i ) ^ C max [d(x„.i,x„), d(x„, x„+,)] 
+C'd(x„.„x„,,) 
< C max [d(x„.,,xj, d(x„, x„^j)] 
+C'[d(x„.„x„) + d(x„,x„,,)]. 
Now if d(x„, x„ ,^) < d (x„.,,x„), 
we have 
d(x„, x„,,) < C d(x„.,,x„) + C'd (x„.,, x j + C'd(x„, x„,,). 
So, 
d(Xn, X„,i) < \ 
/(C+C) \ 
— / d ( x „ . p x „ ) . 
(l-C) 
Whend(x„.,,x„)<d(x„,x„^i), 
we obtain 
d(x„, x„,,) < C d (x„, x„,,) + C d (x„.„ x„) + C d(x„, x„,j). 
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So, 
^K V l ) ^ \ / d(x„.p x„) 
(l-C-C)' 
Thus in both the situations, we obtain 
d(x„,x„^,)<hd(x„.,,x„). 
Case II. lfx„GP, X^^JGQ. 
Then condition (1) implies that 
d(Xn' V l ) ^ d K ' V l ) + ^ ( V P C l ) 
=d(x„,x;^,) 
= d(Tx„.pTx„). 
< C max [1/2 d(x„.,,x„), d(x^.,,Tx„.,), d(x„,TxJ] 
+C'[d(x„.„Tx„) + d(x„,Tx„.j)]. 
= C max [d(x„.,,x„), d(x„, x'„ ,^)] 
+ C'[d(x„.„x;,,)]. 
For d(x„.,,x„)<d(x„,x„^,), 
we have 
d(x„, x„^i) < \ f d(x„.,, x„) 
'^  (l-C-C)^ 
If d(x„,x„^i)<d(x„.,,x„), 
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we have 
/(C+C) \ 
d(Xn, V l ) ^ \ - 7 7 r - / d(x„.,, X„). 
Consequently, we get 
d(Xn'Vi)^hd(x^,,x„). 
Casein. Ifx^eQ, x„+,eP. 
As X e Q is a convex linear combination of x^ .^j and x'^ ,^ 
we have 
^ K ' V l ) ^"^^ ['^K-l' V l ) ' ^(''n' Vl ) ] -
If d(x„.,,x„^i) <d(x„,x„^,), 
we have 
d ( V V i ) ^d(x„,x„^,) 
-d(Tx„.„Tx„). 
< C max [1/2 d(x„.i,x„), d(x„.pTx„.,), d(x ,^Tx„)] 
+C'[d(x„.,,Tx„) + d(x„,Tx„.,)]. 
= C max [l/2d(x„.,,x„), d(x„.,, x'^ ), d (x„,x„^,)] 
+ C'[d(x„.„x'„,,) + d(x„,x'„)] 
= C max [d(x„.,, xj, d (x„,x„+i)] 
+C'[d(x„.,,x„,,) + d(x„,x'„)]. 
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Note that here 
d(x„.p x„,,) +d(x„, x'„) <d (x„.,, x„) + d(x„, x„,,)+d(x„, x'„) 
If d(x„,x„,,)<d(x„.„x;), 
we have 
d(x„, x„,,) < C d(x„.,, x'„) + C [d(x„.„ x'„) +d(x„, x„^,)]. 
Whence 
/ ( C + C ) 1 
d ( x . x „ , , ) 4 - ^ ^ ^ / d ( x „ . , , x ' „ ) . 
When d(x„.,, x'^ ) < d (x„, x^^j), 
we have 
d(x„,x„,,)<Cd(x„,x„,,) + Cd(x„.„x'„) 
+C'd(x„,x„,,). 
That is 
Therefore, we have 
d(x„,x„,i)<hd(x„.,,x'„). 
^ K ' V l ) - h^  ^(^n-V \ - l ) ' ^ y C^Se II, 
Since x^^ G Q impUes x^ ,^, G P. 
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Now if 
d(x'n>X„+,)<d(x„.,,X„^l), 
we have 
= d(Tx„.2,Tx„) 
< C max [1/2 d(x„.2,x„), d(x„.2, Tx^.j), d(x„,Tx„)] 
+C'[d(x„.2,TxJ + d(x„,Tx„.2)]. 
= C max [1/2 d(x„.2,xj, d(x„.2, x'„.,), d(x„,x'„^i)] 
+C'[d(x„.2,x;,^) + d(x„,x'„..)]. 
Clearly, we have 
1/2 d(x„.2, x„) < 1/2 [d(x„.2,x„.,) + d(x„.„ x„)] 
< max [d(x„.2,x„.i), d(x„.,, x„)]. 
Therefore one gets 
^ K ' V i ) ^ C max [d(x„.2,x„.,), d(x„.,, x„), d(x„.2,x„.,), d(x„,x„^,)] 
+C'[d(x„.2,x„,,) + d(x„,x„.,)]. 
< C max [d(x„.2,x„.i), d(x„,x„+,)] 
+C'[d(x„.2,x„,j) + d(x„,x„.,)]. 
If d(x„,x„^,)<d(x„.2,x„.,), 
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we have 
d(x„,x„^,)<Cd(x„.2,x„.i) 
+ C' [d(x„.2, x„.,) +d(x„.„x„,,) + d(x„,x„.,)] 
< C d (x„.2,x„.,) + C d(x„.2, x„,,) +C' d(x„,x„,,). 
Thus 
/(C+C) \ 
d(Xn, X„„) < \ - - - — / d(Xn.2, X„.,). (l-C) 
When d(x„.2, x„.,) < d (x„,x„+i), 
we obtain 
d(x„, x„,,) < C d(x„,x„,i) + C d(x„.2, x„.,) +C' d(x„,x„,,). 
Which yields 
C x „ , X „ , i ) < | - - — - / d ( x „ . 2 , X „ . , ) . d(> 
•• ( i -c -c ) -
Now combining the above two inequaUties, we see that 
d(Xn,x„+,)<hd(x„.2,x„.,). 
Therefore in all three cases, we fmd that 
d(Xn, x„+i) <hmax [d(x„.2, x„.i), d(x„, x„.i)]. 
It is routine to verify that for n > 1, 
d(x„,x„,,)<h'^2 5^  
where 5 = h"'''^  max [d(x^, Xj), d(x,, Xj)]. 
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Thus for m, n > N, 
C» CO 
d(x^,X„)<Z d(Xi,Xi,,)<Z hi/2. 
i=N i=N 
Therefore {x^ }^ is a cauchy sequence, and hence converges to a limit p(say). 
Also there exists an infinite subsequence {x^^ J^ of {x^ }^ such that XJ^ ^^ XG P. 
Then 
d(Tp,p) < d(Tp, Tx„(^ ) + d(Tx„(^),p) 
< C max [1/2 d(p, x^^ ^^ ), d(p, Tp), dCx^ j^.^ , Tx^^ j.^ )] 
+C' [d(p, Tx„(,p + d(x„(,), Tp)] + d(Tx„(,), p). 
Letting n tends to infinity, we obtain 
d(Tp,p) < C d(Tp, p), which implies that Tp = p, since C<1. 
Condition (1) ensures that p is also unique. 
This completes the proof. 
Remark 1. Since every metric space, hence a Banach space, is metrically 
convex, our Theorem 4.3.2 unifies results due to Chatterjea [17] and 
Assad [3]. 
The following is a slightly more general from of Theorem 4.3.2. 
Theorem 4.3.3: 
Let X be a complete metrically convex space, H a non-empty closed 
convex subset of X, K a non-empty closed subset of H. 
Let T:K ->H which satisfies (1) and the property that XG d^^K, the boundary 
of K relative to H, implies Tx G K. 
Then T has a unique fixed point in K. 
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Remark 2. It is worth mentioning that the method of proof of theorem 
4.3.2 does not extend to, more general contractive definitions like those 
of Ciric[24]. 
4.4 RESULT CONCERNING COMMON FIXED POINT IN 
METRICALLY CONVEX SPACE 
In this Section,we have proved a common fixed point theorem in 
metrically convex metric space. Our results extend the earlier known 
results of Assad [3], Chatterjea [17] and several others. 
Theorem 4.4.1 : 
Let X be a complete metrically convex space and K a closed non-
empty subset of X. Let F,T :K -> X be the mappings satisfying the 
inequality 
(2) d(Fx, Fy) < L^ max [l/2d (Tx, Ty), d(Tx, Fx), d(Ty, Fy)] 
+ X'[d(Tx,Fy) + d(Ty,Fx)] 
for every x,y in K, where k and X' are non-negative reals with 
{(X+V) X' 
max "» , C" = h < 1. } {l-X') {\-X-X') 
Further, for every x in 5K, Tx G K. 
Then F,T has a unique fixed point in K 
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Proof : 
Let us construct the two sequences {x^} and {y^ }^ in the following manner. 
Let X e 5K, then there exists a point x^  in K, such that x == Tx^ as 5K c TK. 
Since Tx^ e 5K and Tx eSK => Fx e K, we conclude that Fx^ e K n FK c TK. 
Let X, e K be such that y, = Tx, = Fx^ eK. Let yj = Fx,, suppose yj eK then 
y2 eK n FK c TK which implies that there exists a point X2 eK such that 
2^ ^ ^^ 2^- Suppose yj ^K, then there exists a point p e 5K such that 
d(Tx,,p) + d(p,y2) = d(Tx,,y2). 
Since p e 5K c TK, there exists a point Xj e K such that p = TXj, 
So that, 
d(Tx,, Txj) + d (Txjjj) = d (Tx,, yj). 
Continuing in this way we obtain {x^} and {y^} satisfying 
(a) y„..,=Fx„, 
(b) y„GKr:>y„ = Tx„or 
(c) y^ , gK => Tx^ e 5K and 
d(Tx„.„Tx„) + d(Tx„,y„) = d(Tx„.„y„). 
Put P = [TXiG{Tx„}:TXi = y,] 
and 
Q = [TXie{TxJ:TXi;ty.]. 
It is not hard to show that if Tx^ e Q, then Tx^_, and Tx^ j^ belong to P. 
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Now we wish to estimate d(TXj^ , Tx^ ^^  j). 
Case I. If Tx ,^ Tx^ ,^ , G P. From (2), 
we have 
d(Tx„,Tx„ ,^) = d(y„,y„ ,^) 
= d(Fx„.„Fx„). 
<;Vmax[l/2d(Tx„.,,Tx„),d(Tx„.j,Tx,),d(Tx„,TVi)] 
+r[d(Tx„.,,Tx„,,) + d(Tx„,y„)] 
= X max [d(Tx„.j,Tx„), d(Tx ,^ Tx^ ,^)] 
+X'[d(Tx„.,,Tx„,,)+d(Tx„,Tx„)]. 
Then it follows that 
d(Tx ,^ Tx„ ,^) < ?. max [d(Tx„.pTx„), d(Tx„, Tx^ +j)] 
+ ^ '[d(Tx„.,,Tx„,,)] 
< ?L max [d(Tx .^,,Tx„), d(Tx„, Tx^ j^)] 
+ ;V'[d(Tx„.,,Tx„) + d(Tx„,Tx„,,)]. 
Now if 
d(Tx„,Tx„,,)<d(Tx„.,,Tx„). 
We have 
d(Tx„, Tx„„) < X d(Tx„.,,Tx„) + ^ 'd (Tx„.„Tx„) + ;^ 'd(Tx„, Tx„,,). 
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= X max [d (Tx^.,,Tx^), d (Tx„, Tx^ j^)] 
+ ;i'[d(Tx„.„Tx„,,)]. 
For 
d(Tx„.„Tx„)<d(Tx„,Tx„,,), 
d(Tx„, Tx„,,) < { } d(Tx„.„ Tx„). 
If d(Tx„,Tx„,,)<d(Tx„.„Tx„), 
we have 
fiX+X') \ 
d(Tx„, Tx„,,) < \ / d(Tx„.„ Tx„). 
Consequently, we get 
d(Tx„,Tx„,,)<hd(Tx„.,,Tx„). 
Case m . If Tx^e Q and Tx^ +j G P. 
As TXjjG Q is a convex linear combination of Tx^ ,^ and y ,^ 
we have 
d(Tx„, Tx„ ,^) < max [d(Tx„.i, Tx^j), d(y„, Tx^+j)]. 
If d(Tx„,Tx„,,)<d(y„,Tx^,), 
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we have 
d(Tx„,Tx„,,)<d(y„,Tx„,,) 
= d(Fx„.,,Fx„). 
<Xmsx [1/2 d(Tx„.,,Tx„), d(Tx^,,yJ, d(Tx„,Tx^,)] 
+V[d(Tx„.,,Tx„,,) + d(Tx„,y„)] 
= ^  max [1/2 d(Tx„.,,Tx„), d(Tx^,, y„), d(Tx„, Tx„^,)] 
+^'[d(Tx„.„Tx„,,) + d(Tx„.j,Tx„,,)] 
= ?L max [d (Tx„.j,y„) + d (Tx„, Tx^^)] 
+ ^ '[d(Tx„.„Tx„,,)+d(Tx„.„Tx„,,)]. 
Note that here 
d(Tx„.p Tx„,,) + d (Tx„, y J < d (Tx„.,, Tx„) + d(Tx„, Tx„,^ ) + d(Tx„, y„) 
^d(Tx„.,,y„) + d(Tx„,Tx^,). 
If d(Tx„,Tx„,,)<d(Tx„.„y„), 
we have 
d(Tx„, Tx„,,) < U (Tx„.„ y„) + X' [d(Tx„.j, y„) + d(Tx„, Tx„,,)]. 
Whence 
f(x+r) \ 
d(Tx„, Tx„,,) < \ 1 d(Tx„.,, Tx„) 
(1-:^ ') 
When d(Tx„.j,TxJ <d(Tx„,Tx„,j), 
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we have 
d(TXn, Tx^i) ^ ;^ d (Tx„, Tx„,,) + X'd(Tx„.,, Tx„) 
+ ;^'d(Tx„,Tx„,,). 
That is 
d(Tx„, Tx„,,) < { } d(Tx„.„ Tx„). 
{\-X-X') 
Therefore, we have 
d(Tx„'Tx„,,)<hd(Tx„.,,Tx„) 
<h2d(Tx„.2,Tx„.,) 
inviewofCasell. 
TXjjG Q, imphes TXjj_j G P. 
Now if d(Tx ,^ Tx„+j) < d (Tx„.,, Tx^+j), 
we have 
d(Tx„,Tx„,,)<d(Tx„.j,Tx„,,) 
= d(Fx„.2,Fx„) 
< A. max [1/2 d(Tx„.2,Tx„), d(Tx„.2,Tx„.,), d(Tx„,Tx„^i)] 
+A.'[d(Tx„.2,Tx„) + d(Tx„,Tx^.,)] 
= X max [1/2 d(Tx„.2,Tx„), d(Tx .^2' Tx„.,), d(TXj,,Tx„ ,^)] 
+;t'[d(Tx„.2,Tx„,,) + d(Tv„Tx„.,)]. 
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In view of the fact 
1/2 d(Tx„.2, Tx„) < 1/2 [d(Tx„.2,Tx„.,) + d(Tx„.i, Tx„)] 
< max [d(Tx„.2,Tx„.,), d(Tx„.,, Tx„)]. 
Therefore, we get 
d(Tx„, Tx^,)<X max [d(Tx„.2,Tx„.,), d(Tx„.,, Tx„), d(Tx„.2,Tx„.,), d(Tx„,Tx ,^)] 
+X' [d(Tx„.2,TVi) + d(Tx„,Tx„.,)] 
< ?i max [d(Tx„.2,Tx„.,), d(Tx„,Tx„ i^)] 
+V [d(Tx„.2,Tx^i)+d(Tx„,Tx„.,)]. 
If d(Tx„,Tx„,j)<d(Tx„.2,Tx„.,), 
we have 
d(Tx„,Tv,)^:^d(Tx„.2,TVi) 
+ V [d(Tx„.2, Tx„.,) + d(Tx„.„Tx„,,) + d(Tx„,Tx^,)] 
< ?. d (Tx„.2,Tx„.,) + V d(Tx„.2, Tx„.,) +V d(Tx„,Tx^,). 
f(K+X') \ 
d(Tx„, Tx„,,) < I / d(Tx„.2, Tx„ 
When d(Tx„.2, Tx„.,) < d (Tx„,Tx^j), 
we obtain 
d(Tx„, Tx„,,) < X d(Tx„,Tx„,,) + X' d(Tx^,,, Tx„.,) +X' d(Tx„,Tx„,.). 
Which yields 
d(Tx„, Tx„,,) < { } d(Tx„.2, Tx„.,). 
i\-X-X') 
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Now combining the above inequaUties, we see that 
d(Tx„,Tx„,,)<hd(Tx„.2,TxJ. 
Therefore in all three cases, we find that 
d(TXn. Tx^^i) <hmax [d(Tx„.2, Tx^.,), d(Tx„, Tx„.,)]. 
It is routine to verify that for n > 1, 
d(Tx„,Tv,)^h"^S, 
where 5=h"''^ max [d(TXp, Txj), d(Tx,, TX2)] 
Thus for m, n > N, 
00 CXD 
d(Tx,,TxJ<E d(TXi,Tx.^,)<6I h^ ^^ . 
i=N i=N 
Therefore {Tx^ }^ is a cauchy sequence and hence converges to a limit p(say). 
Also there exists an infinite subsequence {Tx .^J of {Tx^ }^ such that 
(Tx„(k)}eP-
Then 
d(Tp,p) < ?i max [1/2 d(Tx„.,, Tp), d(Tx„.,, Tx„), d (Tp, Fp)] 
+;i'[d(Tx^.,,Tp) + d(Tp,Tx„), 
which on letting n —> 00, we obtain 
d(Tp,p) < A, d(Tp, p), which implies that Tp = p, since 'k<\. 
Thus we have shown that p is a common fixed point of F and T. By a 
routine calculation one can verify the uniqueness of p. 
This completes the proof. 
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Remark 3. Since every metric space, hence a Banach space, is metrically 
convex space, our Theorem 4.4.1 unifies results due to Chatterjea [17] and 
Assad [3]. 
The contents of Sections 4.3 form a part of a paper to appear in the 
Indian Journal of Mathematics, Allahabad in 2000. 
CHAPTER- V 
CCRTniN FIX€D POINT THCORCAAS IN 
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5.2 Common Fixed Point for Self-Mappings in Banach Spaces 
5.3 Results Concerning Self-Mappings of Banach Spaces With Unique 
Common Fixed Point 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Banach [6] proved a theorem known as the Banach contraction 
principle, which is very useful in the existence and uniqueness theories. 
The proof of this theorem does not involve much of the topological 
machinery. Browder and Petryshyn prove the result for non-expansive and 
asymptotically regular mapping in Banach spaces. 
Several authors have defined fixed point theorems for single-valued 
and multi-valued self-mappings of a closed subset of a Banach space. However, 
in many applications, the mapping under consideration is not a self-mapping 
of a closed set. 
The class of non-expansive mappings includes contraction mappings and 
is properly contained in the class of all continuous mappings. Browder [11], 
Gbhde [46] and Kirk [76] have independently proved a fixed point theorem for 
non-expansive mappings defined on a closed, bounded and convex subset of a 
uniformly convex Banach space and in spaces with richer structure. 
In recent years, a number of generalizations of non-expansive mappings 
have been discussed by many authors. For Example Goebel [47], Goebel-
Zlotkiewicz [48], Goebel-Kirk-Shimi [49], Dotson ( [32], [33] ), 
Massa-Roux [87] etc. A comprehensive survey concerning fixed point 
theorems for non-expansive and related mappings can be found in Kirk [77]. 
On the other hand, there are mappings which satisfy conditions similar 
to nonexpansiveness and which possess a unique fixed point. But such mappings 
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can not be viewed as generalizations of nonexpansive mappings. Two such 
examples occur recently in Gregus [51] and Rhoades [105]. 
In Section 5.2,we have studied fixed point theorems for a pair of 
self-mappings defined in a closed subset in Banach space. Our results improve 
the earlier results due to Fisher [43]. Examples have been provided to support 
the validity of the hypothesis. 
In Section 5.3, we have studied fixed point theorems for self-mappings 
of a convex closed subset in Banach space. Our results generalize and extend the 
results due to Fisher [43] and Gregus [51]. The mappings which we consider 
here are not necessarily commuting. An example has also been provided in support 
of the hypothesis of our result. 
5.2 COMMON FIXED POINT FOR SELF-MAPPINGS IN 
BANACH SPACES 
In this Section,we have studied common fixed points for self-mappings 
defined on a closed subset in Banach space. Our aim is to improve the result of 
Fisher [43] supplying suitable examples too. 
Let X be a Banach space, K a closed convex subset of X and T a 
self-mapping of K. Gregus [51] has proved that if T satisfies the condition : 
(A) llTx-Tyll < a II x-y || + b | | x - T x | | +c l l y -Ty | | 
for all x,y e K, where 0 < a < 1 and a + b + c =1. 
Then T has a unique fixed point in K. 
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If T satisfied (A), by symmetry of norm, T also satisfies 
(A-) | |Tx-Ty| |< a II x-y 11+ p (II x-Txll + l ly-Tyll) 
for all x,ye K, where 0 < a < l , p > 0 , a + 2p=l, 
andp = (b+c)/2. 
Gregus [51] has also proved that a more general result cannot 
be obtained in the extreme cases a = 0 and a = 1. Proceeding from this , 
Fisher [43] has generalized the Gregus's result establishing that T:K -^ K 
has a unique fixed point in K provided that 
(B) ||Tx-Ty||< a II x-y 11+ (l-a)max(| | x-Txjl , | I y-Tyll) 
for all x, y G K where 0 < a < 1 . 
Let us denote by N the set of positive integers, R^ the set of 
non-negative reals, and F ={f: R^^ ->R }^ the set of real functions, 
such that 
(a') f is increasing in each coordinate variables, 
(b') f (^,n)' < 2 p i^ for any HG R^, where 0 < p < 1/2. 
Now we prove the following: 
Theorem 5.2.1: 
Let T :K ^ K and f G F such that 
(C) | |Tx-Ty| |< a 11 x-y 11+ f (I I x-Txl 1, 11 y - Ty 11) 
+ q ( | | x - T y | | + | | y - T x | | ) 
for all x,y G K, where 
(i) 0 < a < l , p>0, q>0; 
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(ii) a + 2p + 2q = l,and 
(iii) q -pq - ap < 0. 
Then T has a unique fixed point in K. 
Proof: 
Let X be an arbitrary point of K and let us consider the 
sequence [T"x], n e N. By (C) and triangular property. 
We deduce : 
(1) i I T^x-T'^ -ixl I < a 11 T"-ix- T"-2x 11 
+ f (11 T"-ix - T"x| 1,11 T"-2x - T"-ix| I) 
+ q (I I T"-'x- T"-2xl 1 +11 T"->x-T"x| I ). 
We claim that 
(2) 11 T"x-T"-ixl 1 < 11 T "-^ x - T"-2x 11. 
Suppose that (2) does not hold. 
Then (1), (a'), (b') and (ii) imply 
| |T"X-T"-'X|| < a ( | |T"X-T"-1X | | ) + 2p(| |T"x-T"-'x| |) 
+ 2q(l|T"x-T"-ixll) 
= | | T " X - T " - ' X | | , 
which is a contradiction. 
By routine calculation, then for any x eX, ne N, 
(2) gives 
(3) ||T"X-T"-1X|| < I I T X - X I I . 
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By trianguler inequality, (C), (3), (a'), (b') and (ii), we also obtain 
(4) ||T3x-Txli< adlT^x-TxII+l lTx-xl l ) 
+ fd lT^x-T^xIMlTx-xl l ) 
+ q( | |T2x-Tx | |+ IIT^X-T^XII 
+ 11T2X-TX1! + I 1 T X - X 1 I ) 
<2(a+p+2q)| |Tx-x| | 
= 2 ( 1 - P ) | | T X - X | | . 
K being convex, the midpoint z = 1/2 (T^x+T^x) belongs to K. 
Therefore (3) implies that 
(5) 2llz-T2x|| = 2 Ilz-T^xll 
< | |T3X-T2XI1 
< l l T x - x l | , 
and 
(6) 2||z-Txll < | | T 2 X - T X | | + | | T 3 X - T X | | 
< | | T X - X | | + 2 ( 1 - P ) 1 | T X - X | | 
= (3-2p)l |Tx-xll. 
Furthermore, the triangular inequality, (C), (3) and (a') lead us to the inequality 
(7) 211 Tz-zl I < 11 Tz- T^xl I + 11 Tz- T^xl I 
<a l l z -Tx l | + f ( l lTz-z | | , | |T2x-Tx | | ) 
+ q( l |z-T2x| |+l |z-Tx| |+ | |Tz-zlI ) 
+ a 11 z- T x^11 + f (I I Tz - zl 1, 11 T^x- T^xl I ) 
+ q ( | | z - T 3 x | | + l l T z - z | | + | | z - T 2 x | | ) 
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<(a+q) llz-Txll+(a+2q)||z-T2x|| 
+ q | | z - T 3 x | l + 2 f ( l | T z - z | | , | | T x - x | | ) 
+ 2 q l | T z - z l L 
We must have 
| | T z - z | | < | | T x - x | | , 
otherwise the properties (a'), (b'), (ii), (iii) and the inequalities (5), (6), (7) 
imply that 
411 Tz-zl I < (a+q) (3-2p) 11 Tz- z| I +(a+2q) 11 Tz- z i I 
+ q | |Tz-z l l + 8p||Tz-zll 
+ 4q | |Tz-zl l 
= (4a+ 10q + 8p-2ap-2pq) 
11 Tz- z| I = (4+2q - 2ap - 2pq)l I Tz- z| I 
<4 I I T Z - Z I I , 
which is a contradiction. 
Now it follows from (7) that 
1 I T Z - Z I I < ? I . I 1 T X - X I I , 
where ^  = l-l/2a+l/2 (q-ap-pq). 
From (iii) it follows that X<\, and since q-ap-pq>-2, 
we have X>0 too. 
Now let be h = inf [ 11 Tx- x 11 : x G K] . Then h=0, otherwise, 
let X G K be such that 11 Tx- x 11 < h+G for an arbitrary G > 0 . 
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If we choose 0<€ < (1-X). hlX, we have 
1 I T Z - Z | | < ? . . ||Tx-x||<X(h+G)<h, 
which is in admissible. 
Therefore h = 0 and thus each set K^^ = [xeK : 11 Tx- x 11 < 1/n], neN, 
is non-empty, clearly, [K ,^], neN is a decreasing sequence of sets such that 
TK, 3fK2=5 ^ TKn ' 
where TKj^ , (the closure of TKJ is also a non-empty set for each neN. Then 
there is a point w in the intersection n TK . 
neN " 
Now let X be an arbitrary point of TK^ .^ So for arbitrary e>o, there exists a 
point y e Kjj such that 
Ilx-Tyl|<Gandi|Ty-y||<l/n. 
By condition (C) and triangular property, we deduce that 
l |Tx-x | |< | |Tx-Ty | | + | | x -Ty | | 
<a( l lx -Tyl l + | |Ty-y l l ) 
+ f ( l | x -Tx | | , | | y -Ty l t ) 
+ q ( l | x - T y | | + | | y - T x l l ) + e 
< a + q/n + f (11 Tx- x 11,1 /n) + (1 + a + q) e. 
Since e is arbitrary, it follows that 11 Tx- x 11 < 1/n, and so xeK^^  
that is TKjj c K^ .^ This implies w e K^^ for any neN, 
that is 11 Tw-w 11 < 1/n for any neN and so Tw=w. 
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Let w' be another fixed point of T. By (C), then we have 
I IW'-WII=I ITW'-TWII 
<a | I w'-wl I + f (I I w'-Tw'l 1,11 w-Tw| I ) 
+ q ( | | w ' - T w | | + | | w - T w ' | | ) 
= (l-2p)llw'-w|| 
<\\w'-w\\. 
This means w' = w. 
This completes the proof. 
Remark 1. The properties (i) and (ii) do not imply (iii). For instance, 
if a= 4/15, p = 1/6, q = 1/5, conditions (i) and (ii) hold but (iii) is not satisfied. 
Remark 2. By assuming q = 0 and 
f(u,v) = (1-a). max [u,v] for any (u,v) G R^^ in Theorem 5.2.1 the conditions 
(C) and (B) coincide. 
If some iterate of T satisfies the condition (C), then we have the 
following result. 
Theorem 5.2.2 : 
Let T: K->K and f GF, m G N be such that 
(C) l|T"^x-T™y|l < a 11 x-y 11 + f (I I x-T-^xl 1, 11 y - T>^ y 11) 
+ q ( | | x - T ' " y | | + l l y - T ' " x | | ) 
for all x,yGK, where a,p,q satisfy (i), (ii), (iii) of Theorem 5.2.1. 
Then T has a unique fixed point in K. 
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Proof: 
By Theorem 5.2.1, the mapping T™ : K^K has a unique fixed point 
w in K. Since Tw = T(T'"w) = T*" (Tw), it follows that Tw is also a fixed point 
of T*", and therefore Tw = w. If z another fixed point of T, we have 
T'^ z = z too, and this means z = w. 
Example 1 : 
Let X be the Banach space of reals with usual norm and K=[0,1]. 
Let us define T: K->K as 
{ 0 i f O < x < l , Tx= \ 
' 2/3 if x=l. 
Then T does not satisfy condition (C), otherwise for x=2/3 and y=l, 
we should have 
liT(2/3)-T(l)|| =2/3 
< a.1/3 +f(2/3, l/3) + q(0+l) 
<a.2/3 +2p. 2/3+q 
= 2/3.(l-2q)+q 
= 2/3-q/3, 
which is absurd. 
The condition (C) trivially hold for m=2, since T x^=0 for all x e [0,1 ]. 
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Theorem 5.2.3 : 
Let T: K->K and a,p,q be as in Theorem 5.2.1, such that 
(D) llTx-Tyll < a II x-y II+p (I I x-Tx | I+| I y-Ty 11) 
+ q ( | | x - T y | | + | | y - T x | | ) 
forallx,yGK. 
Then T has a unique fixed point in K. 
Proof : 
Follows immediately from Theorem 5.2.1 by assuming 
f (u,v) = p(u+v) for any (u,v) €R^ .^ 
Example 2 : 
Let X be Banach space of reals with usual norm, K=[0,2] 
and T : K->K given by 
l/9x i f O < x < l , { Tx = 
1/lOx i f l < x < 2 . 
If we choose a = 1/2, p = 3/16, q = 1/16, T obviously statisfies 
condition (D) if x,y e [0,1] orx,yG [1,2]. 
Therefore we shall prove the validity of (D) supposing 0 < x<l 
and 1< y < 2 only. Then x/9 < x < y. 
Since we clearly have 
56X/144 = x/9 + x/2- x/2 - x/6 - x/16 + x/144 
< y/2 + y/10 + 27y/160 - y/160 + y/16 
= 132y/160, 
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This implies if 1 Ox > 9y, 
we have 
llTx-Tyll = x/9-y/lO 
< (y-x)/2 + 3/16. (8x/9+9y/10) 
+ 1/16.(x-y)/l0+1/16 (y-x)/9. 
= al|y-xll +p( | |x-Tx| |+l ly-Ty| | ) 
+ q(| |x-Tyll +| |y-Tx| |) . 
If lOx < 9y, then it is obvious that lOly/160 >33x/140. 
Since one has 
-lOly/160 = y/10 - y/2 - 27y/160 - y/16 
< x/9-x/2 + x/6-x/144 
= 33x/144. 
This implies that 
11 Tx-Ty 11 = y/10 - x/9 
= (y - x)/2 + 3/16. (8x/9 + 9y/10) 
+ 1/16. (y - x)/9 + 1/16.11 (x - y)/10 11 . 
<a | |y-xl l +p(llx-Tx| | + | |y-Ty|| ) 
+ q(| |x-Tyll +||y-Tx||). 
One can easily prove that a,p,q fulfil the properties (i),(ii)5 (iii)» of 
Theorem 5.2.1. 
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5.3 RESULTS CONCERNING SELF-MAPPINGS OF 
BANACH SPACES WITH UNIQUE COMMON FIXED POINT 
In this Section^we have proved fixed point theorems for self-mappings 
of Banach space with unique common fixed point. We wish to refine and 
extend the results due to Fisher [43] which i^n tum.generahze the main theorem 
of Gregus [51]. Our results are essentially motivated by Hardy and 
Rogers [ 55]. An example has been provided to support the hypothesis of our 
results. 
Let X be a Banach space and C a closed convex subset of X, Firstly, 
we record the following lemma for our future use. 
Lemma 5.3.1 : 
Let S, T be self-maps of C such that 
(1) l | S x - x l l < i lSy-y l l 
ifandonly if 
I | T X - X | | < l l ly -y l l forallx,yeC. 
Then 
inf {max (I I Sx-xl 1,11 Tx-xl I) : x G C} = 
max {inf (I i Sx- xl I: x e C), inf (I | Tx- x| I : x G C)}. 
Proof : 
For any x G C, let us put 
M(x) = max{ | |Sx -x l l , | |Tx -x | | } , 
m = inf{M(x): X G C } 
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and 
s = in f{ | |Sx -x | | : xGC} , 
t = inf { | | T X - X | | : X G C } . 
Since max {s,t} < M(x) for any x G C, it is clear that max {s,t} < m. 
Suppose that max {s,t} < m. Then there exist u G C, v G C such that 
(2) | | Su -u | l< s + m-s = m, 
and 
(3) | |Tv-v l l< t + m-t = m. 
These inequalities should imply that 
M(U) = I | T U - U I I , 
and 
M(v)=ilSv-vl | . 
As M(u) > m and M(v) > m, from (2) and (3) we should obtain 
| | S u - u | | < | | S v - v l | , 
and 
l lTv-v l l< l lTu-u | | , 
which manifestly contradict (1). 
This means that max {s,t}= m. 
Therefore the result follows. 
Henceforth we follow the notations used in the above lemma. 
The contractive condition considered here is a slight variant of that studied 
by Hardy and Rogers [55]. 
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Theorem 5.3.2 : 
Let S, T be self mappings of C satisfying (1) and 
(4) l | Sx -Ty l |<a l i x -y | | 
+ bmax{ i lSx-x | | , l lTy-y i l} 
+ c m a x { l l S x - x | | + l l x - y | | J | T y - y l l + | | x - y l l } 
for all x, y e C, where a, b, c are such that o<a<l, o<b<l, c>o, 
a + b + 2c - 1 and 4c (2 - b) < a(l- a). 
Then S and T have a unique common fixed point, which is also a unique fixed 
point of both S and T. 
Proof : 
Let X G C be arbitrary. From (4), we deduce that 
l |STx-Tx | |<a l iTx-x | | 
+ bmax{ | | S T X - T X | | , | | T X - X I I } 
+ c max {11 STX-TXI | + | I TX- X| | J | T X - X| | 
+ I I T X - X I | } , 
which implies 
(5) I | S T X - T X | | < I I T X - X I | . 
Analogously, we have 
(6) I ITSX-SX1I<1!SX-XII . 
Since (5) and (6) hold for any x G C. 
We also obtain f 
llSTSx-TSxll<l|TSx-Sxll '^  •T'~669Z 
< I I S x - x l l - ' ^ - ' - w ^' • ' 
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and 
II TSTx-STxIl < 11 STx-TxIl 
<l lTx.xl | 
which, on account of condition (1), yield the following inequalities: 
(7) I | T T S X - T S X I I < I I T X - X I I 
and 
(8) IISSTx-STxll<llSx-xll 
Let us define a point z as 
(9) z=l/2TSx+l/2TTSx. 
By (7) and (9), it follows that 
(10) 2 | 1 T S X - Z I I = 2 | | T T S X - Z | | 
= 1ITTSX-TSXII 
<llTx-xl| . 
C being convex, z belongs to C and using (4), (6), (7) and (10), 
we have 
(11) 2 | | Sz-zl I <ll Sz-TSxlI +11 Sz-TTSxll 
< al I Sx-zl I +bmax {11 Sz-zl 1, 11 TSx-Sxl I } 
+ cmax{| |Sz-Sxll , l lTSx-z| | }+a{l |z-TSx| | } 
+ b max {11 Sz-zl 1,11 TTSx-TSxl I } 
+ c max { 11 Sz-TSxl 1,11 TTSx-zl I } 
< a ( IISx-zll+llz-TSxIl) 
+ 2bmax { 11 Sz-zl 1,11 Sx-xl 1,11 Tx-xlJ } 
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+ 2c max {11 Sz-z || +11 Sx-z I J | Sz-z 11 
+ | | z -TSx | |} . 
On the other hand, using (4), (6) and (7), we obtain 
(12) 2| I Sx- zll <| I Sx-TSxl I +11 Sx-TTSxl I 
< IISx-xll+allx-TSxIl 
+ bmax {II Sx-xlI JITTSx-TSxlI} 
+ cmax{| |TSx-Sx| | , | |x-TTSx|| } 
<(2a+l) ||Sx-x|]+bM(x) 
+cmax{||Sx-x||,3M(x)} 
< (2+a+2c) M(x). 
Therefore (11) and (12) together imply that 
(13) 211 Sz- z 11 < a (3/2 + a/2 + c) M(x) 
+2bmax{M(x),llSz-z||} 
+ 2c max {11 Sz-z 11 + (l+a/2+c) M(x), 
11 Sz-z 11+1/2 M(x)}. 
Then one must get 
11 Sz-z 11 <M(x), 
otherwise (13) would yield that 
11 Sz-z II < 1/2 (3a/2 + a2/2 + 2ac +2c2 + 2b+4c) 11 Sz-z' 
= 1 lISz-zll 
< IISz-zll, 
where 0 < X = 1/2 (2 + 8^ /2 - a/2 + 4c-2bc) < 1, 
by the hypothesis on the control constants a,b,c. 
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We have 
(14) 11 Sz-z 11 < ?..M(x). 
Putting h = inf {11 Sz-z 11 : z = 1/2 TSx + 1/2 TTSx, x £ C}, 
by virtue of the Lemma 5.3.1, and from (14) 
We deduce that 
h< X.m= X,.max{s,t}. 
Thus 
(15) h < X . t 
being obviously 
(16) s < h. 
Similarly, by defining z" = 1/2 STx + 1/2 SSTx and using (8), 
We obtain 
(17) 2||STx-z'II=2||SSTx-z'l| 
= ||SSTx-STx|| 
< I I S x - x l l . 
Then, by setting: 
K = inf {11 Tz'-z' 11: z' = 1/2 STx + 1/2 SSTx, x £ C}, 
and by handling (4), (5), (8) and (17), 
We get the inequality : 
(18) k< ?L.s 
resulting evidently 
(19) k>t. 
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Thus (15), (16), (18) and (19) imply that s< h< ?L.t< X.k< XKs. 
Therefore, s=o because o< X< 1, and consequently t = 0, from (18) and (19). 
So each of the sets G|i and H)i for every |i > o must be nonempty, where 
0^1= {xsC: IISx-xll <ii}, 
H | I = { X G C : IITX-XII < | I } . 
Further, one has 
(20) diam G i^ < (4+c) .|i/b. 
Indeed, from (4) and (6), and for any x,y e Gji, 
we obtain 
11 x-y 11 <| I x-Sxl I +11 y-Sy 11 + 11 Sx-TSx| I +| I Sy-TSx| I 
<3^i+allSx-x| |+alIx-y| | 
+bmax{| |Sy-yl | , l lSx-xll} 
+ c max {11 y-Sx 11+11 Sx-TSx 11,11 Sx-y 11 
+ IISy-y||}. 
<(3+a+b)n+a|lx-y|| 
+c{( l lx-y | |+l lx-Sx | |+^i)} . 
< (4+c)n + (a+c) 11 x-y 11 . 
From the last inequality, (20) follows, since a+c = 1 - b. 
Let Ha denote the closure of Ha for any a>0, choose x e Ha. 
Then for arbitrary e> 0, there exists a point y e Ha such that 11 x-y 11 < e. 
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Applying(4), we see that 
(21) 11 Sx-xl I <| I Sx-Ty 11 +11 Ty-y 11 + i I x-yl I 
< al I x-y i I +b max {I I Sx-xl 1, 11 Ty-y 11 } 
+ c max {11 x-yl I +11 y-Ty 11 JI x-y 11 + | | Sx-xl! } 
+ a + G 
< (l+a)e +b max {11 Sx-xll ,a} 
+ cmax{e+o, e+| | Sx-xll }+a . 
If II Sx-xl I <a , 
then X G Go c Ga/a since o < a < 1. 
If II Sx-xl I >a , 
then we deduce from (21) that 
II Sx-xl I <(l+a+c) G 
+ (b+c)|| Sx-xll +a 
which implies 
II Sx-xl I <o/a, 
G being arbitrary and b+c = 1-a. 
This means x G Ga/a, that is Ha a Ga/a in each case. 
Let {a^} be a decreasing sequence of reals for which C5,j,x= o^^ —> 0 as n —> co. 
So {Ha.j^ v} is a decreasing sequence of non-empty closed subsets of C such 
that, by (20), 
diam Ha, ^ < diam Ga. ./a < (4+c)a, 7ab. 
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Clearly, diam Ha. . -> 0 as n ^> oo. As X is complete, by the 
Cantor's Intersection Theorem ([4], p. 156) there is a w G X such that 
00 00 
{w} = n Ha(„) c n Ga^^ /^a. 
n=l n=l 
Therefore 11 Sw-w i I < a. 7a for every n=l ,2 , 
and so Sw = w. 
From (4), we also obtain 
l|w-Tw||=||Sw-Tw|| 
Sbmax{| |Sw-w| | , | |Tw-w| | } 
+ c max {11 w-Tw 11,11 w-Sw 11 } 
= (l-a)| |Tw-w||. 
This implies Tw = w. So w is a common fixed point of S and T. 
Let w' be another fixed point of S. Then, applying (4) for x = w and y = w', 
we have 
llw'-w||=||Sw'-Tw|| 
£ a 11 w'-w 11 
+bmax { | | S W ' - W ' | | , | | T W - W | | } 
+cmax{||w'-Tw||, | |w-Sw'| | } 
-(l-b)llw'-wll. 
This gives w' = w. 
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Therefore, w is the unique fixed point of S. Similarly, one can show that 
w is the unique fixed point of T. 
This completes the proof 
By enuncianting Theorem 5,3.2 for some iterates of T and S. 
We have the following. 
Theorem 5.3.3 : 
Let S, T : C -> C satisfying 
l i x - S P x | | < lly-SPyll 
ifandonly if 
| | x -Tix | |< | |y -Tiy | | , 
and 
| |SPx-Tiy| |<a| |x-y| | 
+ b.max{||SPx-x| | , llT'Jy-yll} 
+ c.max{||SPx-yll, N T ^ X I I } 
for all x,y G C, where p,q are positive integers and a,b,c are as in 
Theorem 5.3.2. 
Then S and T have a unique common fixed point, which is also 
the unique fixed point of both S and T. 
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Proof : 
By Theorem 5.3.2, the maps SP : C -> C and T" : C -^ C have a 
unique common fixed point w. 
Since Sw = S(SPW) = SP(SW), we deduce that Sw is also a fixed 
point of SP. 
Since Theorem 5.3.2, assures that w is also the unique fixed point 
of SP, we necessarily have Sw=w. 
Similarly, one can show that Tw = w. 
So w is the unique common fixed point of S and T. 
If w' is another fixed point of S, we have SPW' = w', but the uniqueness of w 
implies w = w'. 
Therefore, w is also the unique fixed point of S as well as for the map T. 
Example 3 : 
Let X be the Banach space of reals with Euclidean norm and 
C = [0,2]. Define S, T : C -> C by putting, 
S(x) = 0 i fO<x<l , 
S(x) = 3/5 if 1 < x < 2, 
T(x) = 0i f0<x<2, 
T(2) = 9/5. 
Then condition (4) of Theorem 5.3.2 does not hold. For otherwise, taking 
X = 1 and y = 2, 
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we should have: 
l |S l -T2 | | = 6/5 
<a(2-l) 
+ b max (1-3/5), (2-9/5) 
+ c max (9/5-1), (2-3/5) 
= a + 2/5b + 7/5c 
< 3/5a + 2/5 + c. 
Since, by the assumptions of Theorem 5.3.2, 
we have 
4 c <a (1-a). (2-b)-' < 1/2, 
from the foregoing inequality, we should deduce that 
6/5 < 1 + 1/8 = 9/8, 
which is a contradiction. 
However, Thorem 5.3.3 is trivially satisfied for p = q = 2 , 
since T\x) = S\x) = 0 for any x e C. 
Remark 3. By assuming c=0 in Theorem 5.3.2, we obtain the main theorem 
of Fisher [43]. The proof exhibited in [43] inherently assumed the 
commutativity of the mappings under consideration, even though the author 
does not explicitly mention such hypothesis. 
However, one can drop this extra requirement by modifying the 
arguments of Fisher [43] as indicated by the proof of our Theorem 5.3.2 
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Remark 4. Assuming S = T in Theorem 5.3.2, we obtain a result more general 
than that of Gregus [51] under a different set of conditions on the 
mapping T. 
The contents of Sections 5.2 form a part of a paper to appear 
in the Southeast Asian Bulletin of Mathematics, Springer-Verlag 
in 2000/2001. 
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